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Proof that great
thin'gs come in
small packages

Wet or dry ... carbide or HSS ... no
matter how you cut it, the new Gleason
Pfauter P 60 Horizontal Hobbing
Machine raise finer pitch gear hobbing
to a new, rncreproductive level.
No other hobber in its class offers:

.1 A funy integrated. very fast gantry
loader ystem, with buffer storage.
ea i1y adaptable to different part types;I.A new direct-drive hob and work
spindle that raises hob and workpiece
speeds to the highest levels;

1.1A unique thermally stable work area
that facilitaees the disposal of "hot chips";

1.1A low-cost, compact footprint (only 3.5
q. meters) configuration.

1.1Gear tools to suit.your application from

I Gleason Cutting Tools.
Buffer storage for cylindrical shafts.

See us at: IBooth 5913,

The Gleaso:nWorks
ion University Ave., P.O. Box 2.2970

Rochester, NY 14607-1282 U.S.A ..
Phone: 7] 61473-](x)() Fax: 71.6/46] -4348

Web site: www.gleason.com
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Of course, there's not reaJly a magical way to handle your
deburring needs, but we have the next best thing. OLS ;bullds
turnkey systems with proven performance. We've' become the
industry leader by offering the best overall value:
-High-speed, high..quality systems
• Quality components from brand-

name manufacturers
• A variety of standard base models

which can be adapted easily to
your needs

• Engineered solutions for practically
any application

• Trained staff of experts waiting to
assist you

OLS !Mode11200

08111 LS lod'a, •• We'll
ma-e lour Ideb __ing
troubles Idisappear!'
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Global Expertise
For All Applications

Combining over 140 years of process,
machine, and tool experience enables Nachi
Machining Technology Co. to maintain
industry leadership by providing customers
with the "best practices" manufacturing
solutons.
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Finishing '1IIducfs
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Surfaca
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ami globa'l support ....you can rely on INachiMTG
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tomorrow.
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'Ever since
, tkfost

In simpler times, commerce was condu ted
acconiing toche look in semeone's eye or
the feel of his handshake, Today we have

,cave:men computers, fax machine • modems, e-mail
6arterea and cell phones-c-all powerful tools thaI

have increased our productivity. Tho e
cfamsfieffs device have shrunk our world, but, in some

aruf spears,
business lias

been ,about
people

ways. they've al 0 di lanced us from
each other by reducing personal .interaction.
In the name of efficiency. profitability and
progress. we've found ways [0 place orders.
sell products and exchange information
without eveecoming into contact with
another human being.interacting.

We're losing [Ouch with the personal aspects of business.
and Ibat' un~ortunate. Reaching OUI IIDd inreracring with the
people who work with you is one of the most effective, but
overlooked. business 1001 .

Those of us who work in ales know that apersonal touch
can be good for business, That idea was illustrated recently by
lID article I read in Machinery MClTkel' about a report called
Corporate Carelessness, published by the British Royal Mail.
According 'to the report, 52%- of the manufacturing and engi-
neering companies surveyed said tl1ey had not renewed a sup-
plier's eemraet because of poor service, Onlyabaul5% ofcom-
panic. said that price was the main reason for firing ill upplier.
while 2So/C blamed unhelpful staff.

A_llother study performed by the Small Business
AdmLrustration found thai. 68% ofcustomers seck new suppliers
because they perceive thai the sales taff of the existing upplier
doesn't care aOoutlhem.

I'm reminded of a televi ion commercial from everal years
ago in which the president of a big company learned that one of
his best and oldest customers was Laking his business else-
where. The president called III meeting and handed out plane
tickets to all his salespeople so that they could fly around the
country and reacquaint them elves with all of their cu tamers.
The president bimselfwent La visit '!he old friend who had given
up on them.

Maybe it' unrealistic in today's busine . world for 1.1 to
achieve the kind of persona! service portrayed lin commercials.
Most of lIS d n't have the time or money to give all our customers
thai much attention.

But that doesll't mean we should forget about them, either,
Our bu y lives lead us to focus on projects and deadlines rather
than 'the people who need those projects or who help us meet
those deadline .

Our work lives are filled with stac of documents. aile just
.Iike another. Invoices, purchase orders. contracts, blueprints-«
they're a 'blur. The Slacks 00 our desks today aren't milch dif-
ferem from the ones that were there last year. Also. we're so
used to receiving anonymous, computer-generated junk mail
that when we receive a message from an actual person, our rou-
tine is interrupted, That interruption gives power to the message.

I'm a big believer in pe onal correspondence. and nol just
because it helps with sales. Not everything that's beneficial to yOOJ
business i me:aslll1l'ble in terms of immediate impact on the bouom
line. Since tarting this magazine. we've made a conscious and COII-

certed effort to stay in loucll withthe people who have helped us put
itlogetl:!er, from our technical editors 10 the people we interview to
'the authors who write for us. For example, after an i sue goe oot
we try to send copies to each author along with a personal 'Ilole~
thanking !.hem for their ccntribution. forwarding any feedback
we've received, encouraging them 10 let us know .iflhey have ideas
for future articles. These people aren't our paying customers, but
they're essential to what we do. Withollt them, Gear Tedmolo{{),
would be just another magazine. I believe that by maintaining per-
sonal relationships. we assure the continuedsuceess of this endeav-
or and the ability of our magazine to help you with yourpursuits,

AJl of the personal attention that I'm advocating can be
very time-con uming. I'm not suggesting that you abandon
important projects for the sake of catching up with a colleague.
Nor am f..in favor of ignoring the thing. 'that make u more effi-
cient, effective and profitable ..Buttosing sight of the persona'!
aspects of business may. in !he long run. be harmful.

The cavemen commuei-
cared with handshakes and
discerning looks because they
had no other choice. Today
we have many ways to com-
municate, and the number
lncrea e every day. But even
with those choices, we can't
let ourselve forget !hat effec-
tive communication will
always be personal.
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Quieter Gears.
Engineered Metal!s.

There's only one way to ensure that
the gears you produce wUl always deliver
superior and quiet performance. Make sure
they're bred from quaHty stock.

Dura-Bar" continuous-cast gray and ductile
iron performs Uk'e free-machining steel with an
important added bonus, - quieter operation.

Like steel. Dura-Bar can. be austempered,
through-hardened, flame-hardened, or induction-
hardened for added wear resistance. But the
superior noise and vibration damping characteristics
of Dura-Bar make for quieter running
gears, And Dura-Bar is 10% lighter than steel.

Dura-Bar round bars areavailable in diameters
ranging from 5/8" to20"and lengths of 6-2'0'. So you
won't need to make major changes In your machining equipment.
And our extenstve invento'.ry means Dura-Bar is available now - when you need it.

When it's quality material, quiet performance, and. quick delivery that .~"u.~
count, look to continuous-cast Dum-Bar for your gear production needs, ~

,.... DuRA-BAR®
~ Oontin~ol.lS .cast Iron Bar Stock
CODtact us for the .Iatest data. ODgear Dolse.

1-800-BAR-MILL (227-6455) '. 815-338-7800 • Fax: 815-338-1549
2100 West Lake Sllor'e Drive. Woodstock. IL 60098-1497
Web SUe. www.dura-bar.com .' E-mail: sales@dura-bar.com
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Intensiive' Quenching
Every heat. treater knows that the

greater the pan cooling rate during
quenching, the better the part perform-
anee.However, the conventional wis-
dom with heat treated parts. is that
quenching a part too quickly wilJ result
in harmiu] tensile and residual stresses,
greater dislOmon and the possibility of"
part cracking, But engineers and
researchers at. IQ Tecllrn.ol.ogies Inc.
(IQT) of" Akron, OH,are out to prove
that. comrolled, rapid cooling througlJ. the
martensite range can actually result in
higher quality hardened steel. with bene-
ficia] compressive residual surface
stresses ona througlJ hardened part.

IQT's IntensiQuencbsM process has
been used successfully to quench
splined shafts, sprockets and other steel
parts, such as coil springs, torsion bar
s~mples. bearing products and gear
blanks. It cam also be applied to gears,
says [QT President Joe Powell, but
some applications may require special
modification of the quenching equip-
ment. Results of the process have been
validated in hundreds of laboratory and
field experiments, which demonstrate
improvements in mechanical proper-
ties, microstructure. compressive resid-
ual stress and part lifetime when corn-
pared with parts quenched in oil using
traditional methods.

During conventional quenching.
martensite forms first in the thinner sec-
tions of a part, since those sections cool
more rapidly than the thicker sections.
The difference in cooling rate results in
distortion and possible cracking, The !
IntensiQuench process uses a highly agio !
tated quenchant (usually water) to cool .1

the part rapidly but uniformly •.according

,

!"'.

to Powell. Moreover, the process
que-nches parts three to, six times faster
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than other methods, without the usual
distortion,he says.

The unique, 6,OOO-gaUo[Jj quench
tank is equipped with four I8-inch
impellers rotated by lO-hp variable speed

Inlelllive quencbinll cln be, i'illt4l1ed in-li!!e will! !lny bllt $Qgr~,.Sbow!ll!!l!oy!! !!f!! qgeg~1! t!!!!b 'used willi ,
b.\cb 'fllflllCl_

Welcome to Revolutions, the col-
.umn that brings 'OU the IBtest
most up-to-date and eas,-to-leld
informlt;onlboul the people
Bnd technology of the gear
industry. Revolutions w•.lcomes
your submissions. Plelse send
them to Gear Technology, 1'.0'.
Box '426, Elk ,Grove Jlil/llge, IL
60009, fiX (841) 431-6618 Dr e-mlil
peo.ple@geanechnologY'.com. If
,ou~dlike mOle information about
Iny of the ,dicles that appeal,
please circle the appropriB,e,,,um-
ber on the Reider Service Card.

motors to keep the water or sah/water
solution moving overthe part. In addi-
tion, the quench tank is equipped with a
temperature and concentration control
system to ensure 'the proper conditions of
the cooling medium.

Those controls are essential,
because one of the keys to the
Inte[lsiQuellch process is to interrupt
the cooling of the part at the critical
temperature when compressive stresses
on the surface are at their maximum.
The part is then held at that tempera-
ture. allowing the continued, even for-
mation of martensite, resulting in high-
er uniform surface compression and
incr-eased strength in the part .

Depending on the application, the
beneficial surface compressive stresses
created through the process can some-
times take the place of carburiaation or
shot peening, Powell says. He adds that
Iheability to increase the amount of
martensite Formed in a given steel allows
the part designer to use a less expensive
steel or one with lower alloy content and
still achieve the same hardness.

The rntellsiQuench process relies
heavily on sophi ticated computer mod-
eling, Powell says. By performing fin:ite
element analysis and a eries of calcula-
tions.nre process software can determine

..........ao ...ertrensmieston.com .... ww_gssrtschnology_com ' G,EAR TECHNOLOGY·' MARCH/APRIL 2001 91



a part's thermal and stress profiles. That
allows the process to accurately predict
the critical holding temperature and to
achieve the optimum hardened depth
with compressive stresses.

The quenching process can be used
with induction, atmosphere, salt, vacuum
or any other type of heat treatmentand it
has been used successfuUy with most
common steels, Powell says,

Cin:le300
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INDTPrecess finds 'Crac~ks
By Shakli:ng Parts

An .infrared NDT process bas been
developed that detects closed cracks by
forcing their two sides to rub together,
then photographing the resulting heat-
all in less than a second.

Suitable for qualily control, the non-
destructive testing technique was devel-

ON

IIBce 1936 I'Trft1 has provided the gear industry
w:ltb gear inspectlon devices. Put your trust in the

people who invented the process.

High Speed Automatic Functional Tester

Automatic F'unctional Gear
.npaction lin-line Gages

PROOUCJS AVAILABlE:
• Fully Automatic Machines
• Semi-Automatic Machines
• Manual Double Flank Testers

for Course and Fine Pitch Gears
• Dimension over Pins/Balis Gage

~RES::
• Composite Gaging
• Composite/Center Distance Checks
• Lead/Taper Checks
• SPC Capabilities
• Data Acqulsltton Screens

For additional intonnation on ~
Burnishing and/or ~unctional fnHu

Inspection. visit our website at:
www.itwgears.com

Precision Checking
Heads

ITrw! Heartland
1205 36th Avenue Weal

Alexandria, MN 56308 U.S.A.
Ph: (320) 782-8782
Fax: (320) 762 __

E-mail: itwgears0188-eJp.oom
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The Thenno'Soni~ lest stal.ionl finlh closed cracks j'n
pal'b. by using ultr,asoniG energy '101"orea !he ,cracg'
sides to rub together, which 0",8181, heal, and imagingl
!hal infrared. energywilh '11Mltation,'s camer.'.

oped at Wayne State University in
Detroit. A commercially available ver-
sion of that technology is the
ThermoSoniX test station, manufactured
by Indigo Systems Corp. of Santa
Barbara, CA.

The test station Co':Ln be used in gear
manafacturiog to supplement or replace
ether inspection methods, like dye pene-
trant, Magnaflux, and visual inspection
using a microscope.

To detect cracks, the station directs a
pulse of high-frequency sound at a part
surface. The pulse lasts 50-200 millisec-
onds and has a frequency of 20 kHz.

The sound makes the part vibrate. If
there's a crack. even a dosed crock, its
two sides will vibrate as welL But, they
won't vibrate in unison. They'll. rub, cre-
ating heat. Tile station's infrared camera
detects that heat, showing the crack's
location on the part surface.

The station can detect temperature
changes as small as 0.02°C.The NDT
process raises a crack's temperature a
few degrees Celsius. Con equently, the
cracks look like "explosions," process
developer Bob Thomas says.

Also, the process can detect cracks
vertical to a part surface-without being
perpendicular to them, Vertical cracks
can be hard to detect. Proces developer
"Skip" Favro says looking at a vertical
crack is like looking at a knife's cutting
edge-"There's not much to see."

Consequently, inspection devices can
better detect a crack when they're per-
pendicalar to the crack, so it looks like a
sheet, not a line. The ThermoSoniX test
station can detect cracks regardless of
their orientation to a part surface.

According to Thomas, the NDT
process can beautomared for high-vel-
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ume inspection. However, Austin
Richards, Indigo Systems' project man-
ager forthe test. station, explains that the
station is mainly intended for hand
inspection of low-volume, high-cost
parts. The station can be automated to
inspectup to 30 parts per second.

The NDT process can inspect metals,
like steel. and iron, ceramics and com-
posites. "It can do basically any olid,"
Thomas says.

Richard, who holds a doctorate in
physics, estimatesthe station can detect

cracks 4 or 5 millimeters beneath a pan'
surface and likel.y can inspect parts weigh-
ing up to 100 kilograms. The station itself

weighs 150 pounds and fils on a 3-foot-
by-5-foot surface. like a desktop.

For the process to work. a part must
be solid and be a good emitter ofiIlfrared
energy with wavelengths of 3-5
microns. Richards describes that wave-
length range as: "A great waveband if
you want to see tiny bits of changes in
surface temperature."

The station provides real-time dis-
plays of cracks. Also, it uses no consum-
ables, as with dye penetrant and
Magnaflux, and no radiation. as with X-
ray processes.

Also, X-ray imaging can't effectively
detect some types of cracks, like compres-
sion cracks. During manufacture, a. part
can crack at high temperature, but that
crack can clese as the pan cools, becom-
ing 3ncarly invisible oompression crack.

The deeper the compression crack is,
the more th.c crack weakens the pan. A
hallow era k may not weaken a part too

much, but any crack: can be dangerous
because it cam grow as Ille part is used.

Asa drawback, the test station can be
quite loud. "II's a good idea to wear bear-
ing protection, '"Richard says.

Also. he describeathe station-with
its computer. software and camera-cas
more complicated to set lip initially man
dye penetrant or MagllafllilX is.

"But," he says, "once it's up'. it's easy
(0. use."

The station costs about $85,000 and
consists of a part platform, a piezoelec-
trie converter that provides ultrasonic
energy, a hard metal probe that transmits

the energy to the part, a pneumatic actu-
ator that holds the converter, an infrared
camera, a mechanical structure U'al.
holds the camera, and a computer that
controls the station.

"Most of that cost is the infrared cam-
era," Richards says.

A major part of the camera is the
detector. That part detects infrared heat.
But, it can't do 0. if it's generating heal
itself. Consequently, the detector is

cooled by a.miniature, closed-cycle heli.-
urn refrigerator to the temperature of hq-
uid nitrogen=-about -350°F.

The camera records a part's image and
transmits the 12-bit digital image data to
a digital frame grabber, which allows for
recording and storing of images in a
computer's memory.

As for thecost to operate the station,
Ri.chards says: "There's no consumables,
you're just buying electricity."

THE PURDY
CORPORAF'ON

S86 Hilliard Street P.O..Box 1898, Manchester. CT 06045-1898 U.S.A
Telephone: 860 649-0000 • ,Fax:860 1645~6293

Home Page: http://www.purdYUansmissions.com
E-Mail: sales@purdytransmissions.com

011198 THE PURO't' CORPOR.O.TION
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The NDT process was developed by materials are cracks perpendicular, or
physics professors Favro and Thomas, vertical, to a part surface,
with electrical engineering professor To detect vertical cracks, Favro and
Xiaoyan Han and then- students at Wayne Thomas developed another NDT tech-
State University. Favro and Thomas are
members of the university's Institute of
Manufacturing Re earch,

Favro and Thomas bad performed
nondestructive testing with infrared cam-
eras for years, They had been using flash
lamps to warm a part, then detecting
defects as the part cooled, The defects
were broken glue joints, corrosion, and
deIaminations-the popped-apart hori-
zontal layers of a composite material.

Also, that old method detected those
defects only if they included air gaps. A
defect's gap would reflect heat to the part
surface above the defect, making that
surface area wanner than the surround-
.jng surface.

"All the kinds of defects we were see-
ing were parallel to the surface, not per-
pendicular," says Thomas, explaining
that most cracks which people look for in

nique and experimented withit in sum-
mer 1999, Favro recalls the vertical
cracks "lit up like a Christmas tree" using
the new process.

They filed for a patent that September.
"It happened very fast," Favro says,

Indigo Systems obtained a license to
manufacture products based on Favro
and Thomas's technique and developed
the ThermoSoniX test station from it.

eirel.!! 301

Vintage' Machines Still
Producing

Some technologies are worth preserv-
ing, says Bennie R. Boxx, president of
B&R Machine & Gear in Sharon, TN.

B&R is home to one of America's few
remaining model 77GP Gleason Planers,
a versatile machine capable of cutting
bevel gears up to 8'0 inches in diameter.

The machine was built in ]917. Since
then, the technology for cutting bevel
gears has been updated many times. Still,
B&R's machine has recently Come back
into demand, Boxx says,

Much of that demand comes from the
steel mill indus tty, which often requires
large bevel gears with pitches as coarse
as 0.4 DP, Boxx says that most modem
bevel gear machines aren't capable of
cutting gears, in that pitch range.

B&R uses near-net-shaped forged
gear blanks in specialty alloy steels for
its large bevel gears, The blanks are
machined on the Gleason planers and

AI KHngelnberg, the point
precision is to help you
your gear manufacturing
cess and improve gear
with measuring systems
are benchmarks for:
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then heat treated,
However. running rna hines that use

technology which has been largely for-
gotten bas challenges of its own, Ball
says. One challenge is finding the tooling
to make the machines operate. The
Gleason planers use top and bottom for-
mers, which are templates used tognide
the blades thai. cut the gear profile. The
tooling was originally manufacmred by
Gleason ill standard ]4.5- and 2:O-degJree
pressure angles.

However. steel mills often require
bevel gears with 2-5-or 27.S-degree pres-
sure angles, Boxxsays. When B&R

accuracy
reHability
maintainability
flexibility
performance
and life cycle cost,

For more information about
Klingelnbergl measuring
technology contacl:
liebherr Gear Technology Co.
1465 Woodland Drive
Saline, Mli 48176-1259

received an order for such gears in 1999.
Sou discovered that the tooling would
have to be custorn-rnanufactured,

B&R turned to Trogetec Inc. of
Riverton, WY. for help. According to
oompany president Sandor l Baranyi,
Trogetec had never worked with Gleason
planers before, but the project was intrigu.
ing, "We bad the feeling that we could fil]
the order based on our preliminary design
study," Baranyi says. He determined that
Trogetec would be able to modify its
EZGearPl.ot version 3.0 software so that it
could create the patterns. for the fanners.

The first tLme Trogetec created the
formers, the process had to becreated on
the fly .."We didn't have the software yet,"
Baranyi says, "but we were able to piece-
mea] it together."

Since that. time, Trogetec has released
E21GearPlot-"GP version 2.0, which, in
additionto its gear design functions, is
able to. create CAD tiles for manufactur-
ing the formers for Gleason gear planer
modeJ's .54, 77, .144 and 1.92. The user

Fax:
www.pointofprecision.com
info@pointofprecision.com

enters the gear set's, design parameters
and the model of the gear planer. "We
pl.ug in the data and it goes like a cinch,"
Baranyi says.

Once the CAD files for the formers
are created, the tooling is, manufactured
from O.SO-inch thick cold-rolled plate
using CNC abrasive waterjet cutting
technology ..

The result is that .B&R's Gleason
planer is back in business. "Since we
started getting the formers made. this
machine runs 24 hours a day." Bou says.

Cin:l'e 301

If you found this column of interest endIor
useful, pleau cln:M _

If you did not care for this column cInIIe_
If you would like to respond to this or any
other article in this edition of Ge., Tech-
nology. plelse fex your response to the
IlUantion of Randy Stott. managing editor. at
847-437-8818 or sand en a-mail message to
P'OpleOg'Brtechnology.com.

Til' Us W'Mt YOIIl'IIIIIIt ...
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Dry Hobbing Process
Technology Road Map

Glenn Scbl!arb and Kurt Sw,itzer

Introduction
Recent trends in gear cutting technology have

left process engineers searching for direction
about which combination of cuuing 100] material.
coaling, and process technology will afford the
best quality at the lowest total cost Applying the
new technologies can have associated risks that
may override the potential cost savings. The
many interrelated variables to be considered and
evaluated tend to cloud the issue and make hob-
bing process development. more difficult

Considerable work has been done cooperative-
ly between the tool manufacturers and material
vendors to improve the capabilities IQfthe sub-
strates being used. Efforts by both high-speed steel
and carbide manufacturers are yielding materials
that allow a continuous expansion of the envelope
IQfproductivity gains in gear production.

With today's advances in gear manufacturing
equipment. there is a necessity to advance the
capabilities of tools. In order to exploit new
machine potential .., extensive tool developments
havetaken place in recent years. Building on the
successes (and failures) of earlier efforts, there
bas been an explosion of new technology with
both new coatings and new materials ..

The days of having one broad-range coaling
and limited material selection are long gone. The
difficulty now is 10 determine the best eombina-

tion possible for a given application, taking into
consideration the specific gear manufacturer's
expectations.

The urpose of this paper is to:
• Describe current technologies of gear cutting

tool materials, specifically the relative properties
of h:igh-s.peedsteels (HSS) and carbide grades.

• Describe thin-film coating technologies used
for born wet (water~soluble or oil) and dry cutting
processes, and discuss the properties and merits
of those coatings.

• Discuss tool configuration requirements nec-
essary for higher materiall removal rates and for
dry cutting.

• Present application parameters for the use of
tools under dry cutting conditions and results of
successful and. failed applications.

• Discuss the evaluation of the failure modes
most common to dry cutting processes.

• Present a systematic approach to aid in the
application of the technologies. By evaluating
costs and risks associated with. various processes
for applications. the process engineer can imple-
ment new technologies where the savings/risk
factor is most favorable.

The scope of this paper is limited to applica-
tions of tools in the 10-20 NDP range. However.
the concepts presented! can be modified and
applied to other applications.

Systematic Approach
I. The first step, before making any changes

to optimize an existing process, is to fully under-
standthe current process parameters, costs and
failure modes. Define the variables, such as part
data, material, hardness, machlnabihty, machine
capacity and restrictions, tooling rigidity, chip
removal issues, speed, feed, number IQfcuts, and
shift strategy ..Tool design characteristics, materi-
al properties and coatings must be defined.
Define the measurables of the present process,
such as cycle time, part chengetime, parts per
hour, and downtime for hob change. Costs, such
as tool price, sharpening costs and recoating
costs, should be known. How much wear is gen-
erated for tile current number of parts produced?
Is the failure mode pure flank wear, or is chipping
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e Mo V Co Tots.1
ICarbon iMol:ybdenum Vanadiuml Cobalt Alloy
I 1.4 4.3 5.8 4.5 3.6 19.6

1.45 4.3 5.8 4.5 3.6 5.0 24.7
1.3 4.11 '6.3 5.0 3 ..1 8.3 28.1
1.6 4.11 l2.3 5.0 5.0 27.9,
1.5 3,.8 10.0 5.3: 3.1 9.0 32.7
3.4 4.0 10.0 5.0' 9.'5 9.0 40.9

'Grade %WC %Cobalt %Alloy Transverse
Tungst.enl,Carbide carbides

I
Rupture St.rength

C2 90 10 0 SOil ksi
C4 94 6 0 360 ksi
C5 71 13 12% TaC, 4% TiC 3Mksi
C6 73.5 III B.5% Ta.C,B% nc 325 ksl

http://.WWW.ge8flechn0/ogy.com
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Rex 76 and TIS. Again, the selection criteria is is metallurgical processes
teels available worldwide, such steels can be gen- based on whether wear resistance is most impor- ""mager at Gleason CUlling

erally categorized into one of several.groups based tant (TIS) or wear resistance and excellent red Tools Corp. in Loves Park,
onjbeir pbysical properties. In order to limit the hardness are rna t important (Rex 76). IL. and is responsible for

PVD coatings. the metallur-
scope of this d.iscussion, only those material read- Cemented carbides are also good candidate &.'}' lob and superabrasive

ily available in the United Slates are covered. materials for gear cutting applications andas plating operCllio/U there. A

The most common material in domestic gear with the high speed steels, there are II wide van- metallurgical engineer, he
hus been involved in the thin-

culling tools today is CPM M4 (Crucible particle ery of carbide grade from which to choose. film-coating and gear-cur-
metallw:gy).JYpicaJly used in tbe hardness range of Typical grades for bob manufacture •. hown in ting-tool industry sinee 1989.
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or cratering aI I) cau ing tooih damage? Wilbout
a tLJ'JIli understanding of pre ent costs, how can an
organization identify the best potential option
offering the greatest chance for improvement
with the least risk?

2. Perform theoretical evaluations of cycle
time possibilities at various bob diameters and
numbers of threads and gashes. Hob speed, chip
load and feed callop size will be the limiting fac-
tors, within the constraints of machine speed and
horsepower capacity.

3. Look at material options, such as carbide,
ltigh speed steel and traditional materials, for wet
and dry cutting applications.

4..Look at coating options for wet versu dry
applications,

5. Look at cost per part (CPP) evaluations of
the best option from the above choices,

6, Devel'op a test matn--ll.to try one Of two of
the choices that how the best cost predictions.

7. Test tools for initial use and throughout
sharpening and reeoatieg, evaluating wear per-
formance, part. qualicy. performance through sub-
sequent operations, etc.

8. Compare actual results to e timates,
Too. Materials

Thefollowillg paragraphs provide a brief
ummary of commercially available substrate

materials and coatings commonly u ed in the gear
cutting indu try. Although some of the iaforma-
tion may seem academic. it i .e sential to have a
good understanding of the characteri tics of too]
materials and coatings in order to maximize effi-
ciency of the application.

Far from the days whenconventional (cast)
M2, M42 and TI5 alloys were the predominant
materials in gear cutting tools, the tool designer
now has an extensive selection of qualily high
speed steel materials from which to select. In the
United States. the newest generations of materials
are manufactured by particle metallurgy (PM)~or
improved manufacturability. toughness and gen-
eral cutting performance. Due to the prevalence
of vacuum hardening and tempering, many of
those alloys have evolved over recent years to
optimize their heat treatment response.

Although there is at multitude of high peed

Hot hardrless·of Rex 76, Rex 121 :and 'C4 C:albida

~m~------------------------r-=;'='~~·~X~i7~"~--~
_'~xt21

3S0+'--~~~~~~~~~~~-P~--+-~-+~~
1850' !QJ;OI CleO' 1000 10s) 1100 HeIll 12001 12:etJl

()4....66 HRc, it has very good wear resistance, has
excellent edge tougl1ne and is generally applied
on a wide range of applications, cl.ltling workpiece
material with hardne ses up to 38 HRc. Since M4
contains no cobalt (Co), it.has a relatively low red
(hot) hardness. Table ] shows a comparison of
some common gear cutting tool teels,

Upgrade considerations to the base M4 mate-
rial might be considered to take two paths,
increased wear resistance or increased red hard-
ness. CPM 54 is a :fairly newalloy based on tile
M4 grade but wilh slightly higher carbon for
higher hardness and with 591 cobalt for improved
red hardness. At the high end of abrasion resis-
tance is CPM TI5 with all attainable hardness of
66-68 HRc and applicability to workpiece mate-
rials up to 48 HRc ..

More aggre sive applications (e.g, harder
workpiece, faster cutting speeds) may require
tools with even .lrigher red hardness. CPM Rex
45, with 8% cobalt. is often recommended as an.
upgrade from CPM M4. Both Rex 54 and Rex 45
contain orne amount of cobalt for red hardness,
as shown in Table 1. Rex 45 might be selected
where red hardness is more critical than wear
resi ranee and Rex. 54 where additional red hard-
ness and high abrasion resistance are required.

Applications that generate high heat due to
very hard or very abrasive workpiece materials
can benefit from high perfonnance steels, like

IGlenn Schlarb
is engineering manager with
alea.sr:m' Cuuing Tools Corp.
in Loves Park, IL. He has 28
years of experience ill gear
manufacturing, cutttng. 1'001

design and application.

Kurt Swi1zer'

http://www.powllrlrallsmisslon.com


Coefficient of Friction,

I against steel. d .' 0.4 _-11 _

Compressive Stress (GPal -2.5
Oxidation onset

I temperature
Coating Color

BOD
Blue
gray

Violet
'gray

Dark
gray

Figure 2---,Magnification of ground spherical crater in high speed steel sample
showing multi-layered coating.

WClClaver

I

TiAlN layer'

Stib,ntel I

.Figure ;J.-SEM photomicr~graph 01 nAIMH.
Tabl.e 2, are mid-range in cobalt. concentration
and are often fine-grained or ultra-fine-grained
for the highest possible toughness (transverse

rupture strength).
In some cases, high speed steels are not wear

resistant enougb and carbides are too brittle to
satisfy the application requirements, That chasm
in the road of application development has led to
the development of very specialized high speed
steel "bridge" materials ..

Rex 121, shown in Table 1, is a good example
of that type of material. By comparing the total
amount of alloy content (right colu.mn), it is Clear
that the alloy falls into a Class of its own. Rex 12]
is hardenable to more than 710Hkc and has wear
resistance and red hardness levels unprecedented
in the high speed steel family, Figure 1 compares
Rex 1.21 hardness at elevated temperatures with
Rex. 76 and with C4 cemented carbide. Rex 121 is
recommended in steel tool applications where
Rex. 76 is performing without chipping but with

excessive wear, and in carbide tool .applications

where chipping is uncontrollable (perhaps due to
workpiece material or design considerations).

Coating Technologies
The advent of commercial. physical vapor

deposition (PVD) coatings in the early 1'980s had
a tremendous impact on the gear cutting industry.
Titan:ium nitride (TiN), the first and still most

common tool coating. resulted ill significant per-
formancegains that allowed tools to run for two to

I.0 times their normal life ..Soon appfications were
being designed around the expected performance
from coated tools-that is, where a coated tool

historically gave additional perfonmmcegains,
the coating was now necessary for the application

to work at all.

Today. there is a vast array of PVD coatings
appropriate for gear cutting applications. Many of
the coatings are unique in both composition and
marketing name, but the most common tool. coatings
can. generally be classified as titanium nitride (TIN),
titaniumcarbo-nitride (TieN), titanium aluminum
nitride (TIAlN·X or TIAlN-F) and hard/soft combi-
nation coatings, like TiAIN-WC/C (TiAIN-H).

Table 3 shows orne physical properties of those
coatings. Oxidation onset is a measure of the ther-
mal stability of the coating, which determines its
ability to withstand the high temperatJures encoun-

tered at the cutting edge. With the exception of

TllAlN coatings, it is desirable to maintain a cutliJlg
edge temperanaebelow the oxidation onset temper-

at:ure in order to obtain the most benefit from the
coating. See below for a more detailed explanation
ofthe!henual characteristics of 1iAIN coatings .
The hardness value generally correlates with the
abrasion resistanee of the costing, with higher hard-
ness providing better wear resistance.

Titanium nitride, a gold colored coating,
accounts for the vast majority of coated, gear cutting
tools due to its proven pe:rfonnance base and its rel-
atively low cost TiN exhibits good !he.nnal stabili-
ty and can be used ina wide range of applications ..

Titanium carbo-nitride (TiCN) is a specialized
coating for cutting abrasive workpiece materials
in applicatiollsthat have a relatively low tempera-

rure at the cutting edge. Successful. applications
might include cast iron, alloy steels and fiber rein-
forced polymers.

Titanium aluminum nitride (TiiAIN) coatings
are typicaUy used in high-heat generating applica-
tions. including dry cutting. Here the intent is to
cause the aluminum component of the coating to
oxidize. resulting in a thin. layer of A1203 at the
surface that is constantly replenished as it is worn
away. The A1203 provides resistance to. adhesive
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wear and also acts as an insulariag layer to aid in
keeping the frictional heat inthe chip. In many
cases, a decline in coating performance has, been

ob erved when the cutting edgetemperature is
not sufficient to oxidize the coaling.

TiAIN-Xis a single-layer coating with a very

high hardness that is typically recommended in
dry euuing or very high temperature applicatioas,

The choice of coating material was much sim-

pler before the advent of commercial multi-layer
and hybrid coating combinations. Coatings 'can

be applied in di crete or graded chemistries and
in almost any combination of layers and layer
thieknes e . By way of example. consider the
TiAINfIiN muhiple-Iayer coaling system TiAIN-
F, shown in Figure 2. Here !.he two component

layers, TiAIN and TiN. are depo ited as discrete
layers and the total layer thickness is on the order
of 4-6 microns. There can be multiple advantages

in such 'coating combination systems. FiTSt, the
coating has a higher toughness due 1.0 the inhibi-

tion of crack propagation through the layers.
Toughness isal 0 enhanced by the di tribution of
internal compressive tresses due '10 the presence
of the TiN interlayers, Finally. the range of
applicability can be extended by the incorpora-

tion of the two dissimilar coating types.

Hard/soft coating combinations were of sig-
nificant intere t to many gear manufacturer

when they were first introduced. Tho e coatings
are designed to exploit the wear resistant proper-
Lies of hard coatings as well a the low friction
coefficient (hi.gh lubricity) feature of coatings
like tungsten carbide/carbon (WC/C) or molybde-
num disulfide (MoS2). ]t is well known that the

MoSz-type soft coatings perform. poorl.y with
aqueou coolant and can even 'be useeptible to
ambient humidity, The WC/C coatings do not
exhibit that behavior and also have the advantage

of higher hardness.
Figure 3 shows a scanning electron micro-

scope (SEM) photograph of Balzer Balinit®

Hardlube (TiAlN-H). which is a good example of

that type of coaling y tern. Originally de igned
to aid in chip flow and evacuation in deep drilling
and tapping applications •. it was uggested that
additional benefit could be gained in gear cutting
by a reduction of frictional heat generated by chip
flow all. the rake cutting face.

field testing has shown that the benefit of the
coating systems. in gear cutting is marginal, and

that similar or better performance can generally
be obtained by the use of more eonvenuonal
TIAIN coating . It is aclrnowledged that the coat-
ing do have significant advantage for applica-

tions like deep-hole drilling, for which they were
originally designed.

To round out the discussion on coatings and
materials, consideration should be given to too],

reconditioning requirements. Today, tool. recondi-
tioning often means recoating after resharpening,
and that can lead 10 issues of declining 1001 per-

formance from excessive coating buildup. Since

every application is different, the point at which
coating thickne s begins to significantly affect cut-
ting performance w:ill vary ..Table 4 shows guide-

lines for stripping and recoating based on experi-
ence with production applications, although it. is
generally agreed that the best performing recondi-
tioned tool are stripped before reeoating,

It hould be noted, in the case of carbide sub-
strate, that "conventional" chemical stripping is
not a recommended option. Although it can be
made to work, leaching of the cobalt binder from
the cemented carbide by the stripping solution

leads to degradation of the surface integrity, and
recoating can be risky .. furthermore, tool mark-

ings and bore or hank diameters may be affect-
ed. Since regrinding of the tooth form to remove

a coating can lead to large reconditioning co I ,

the use of non-recoatable coatings like TiAIN-H
should be carefullyconsidered,

Recently, a new chemical stripping technolo-

gy was introduced that can safely strip mostcom-

rnon PVD coatings from C2-C4 type ([SO K-
grade)' cemented carbides. That proprietary tech-
nology is still fairly new and is being scaled to
production levels at Gleason Cutting Tool Corp.

All high speed steels are appropriate for strip-
(ling, and all of the noted coatings are strippable
by chemical methods. Unlike carbide substrates,
proper stripping techniques result in no leaching
of alloy constituents or damage to the substrate,

Application Parameters
Speed recommendations for wet and dry hob-

bing are shown in Table 5. Cutting speed is a
function of the pan. material, part hardne s, hob

material and hob hardness.
The axial feed rate is a function of the chip

thickness, which depends on the edge toughness
of the tool material, hob 'outer diameter, number
of gashes.jhreads, depth of cut, etc. For that rea-

son. Table 5 shows a recommended chip thick-
ness rather than a straight feed recommendation.

The shift strategy for wet applications is gen-
erally a small, incremental shift amount after each
pan is cut, The hob is shifted one pas across irs

face width. The shift amount per part is deter-

mined based on the wear developed. A life factor
in terms of lineal meters per hob tooth (LMlf) in
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, Table 4-Tool Recolldiliolliing 'Guidelillles.
CoatinglType Strippallle? Recoatable? Number of Reco.alings

~es
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

liN
lieN

liAIN-X
liAIN-F
liAIN-H

Yes
Not recommended

Yes
Yes
!No

3-7

2-4
2-4

___ Table 5-App!j,catiDn Parameters. __
Wet cutting Dry HSS; Dry ICarbide

Speed (Surface meters/minutel 100 SMM 150-200 SMM
Chip Thickness (mm) 0.20-0.25 mm 0.25-0.30 mm

250-:300 SMM
0.05--0.1'5mm

Lower Fi'aIi=:
We'ar

Figure4-Six main types ,oftool wear.

Figure 5-Chartofpart .temperature...s. number of parts.
the shiftable engagement zone can be deterrnined.
Conversely, a life factor developed empirically for
one application can be applied to a similar appli-
cation to determine the shi fl amount per part. If
tool life is good, multiple parts are cut in each.
shift position to increase the Iineal-meters-per-
hob-tooth life factor for a desired amount of wear.

The shift strategy lor dry applications is some-
what different. A larger shift amount equal to
approximately oneaxial pitch should be used. The
hob is shifted across the total usable face width
and then returns to the initial shift position. An
offset is used to more evenly distribute wear over
the flanks of the teeth. The offset amount is equal
to the axial pitch divided by the number of passes
to be used, The hob is shifted at one axial pitch per
part as before. The shift strategy provides time for
the hob's built-up heat to dissipate when teeth are
not in the cut

Climb cutting is the preferred cutting method
for a dry process versus the conventional cutting
method. The thicker chip at the start has less ten-
dency to weld to the cutting face. Chips welding
to the cutting face can cause scuffing or tearing
on the part flank. as the chips may get trapped and
interfere with the finish cut. However, clirnbcut-
ting produces slightly honer part temperatures
and' has higher power consumption.

Tests of like hand. climb hobbing versus
opposite hand, conventional hobbing on a dry
cutting process revealed no significant difference
in tool life or part quality.

Tool Configuration Changes
With dry carbide bobbing, generally high cut-

ting speed and low feed is employed to achieve a
fast cycle time, with good surface finish and
small feed scallops on the part flanks. Since car-
bide is low in toughness, chip thickness is limited
to a range of 0.050-0.150 mm. The hob can be
made with low numbers ofthreads (one or two) to
keep the chip load down. The hob diameter is
kept small to maximize rpm. Gashes are maxi-
mized to reduce feed scallop and chip Ioad,
However, an adequate gash size is required to
allow for the removal ofchips from the cutting
zone. The number of gashes, the gash size, and
the sharpenable length of tooth are the trade-offs
to be considered. Since the hob is generally
recoated, and several layer of coating can begin
'to cause flaking or adherence issues, we general-
ly recommend establishing a sharpenaole tooth
length that will!result in six to eight uses.

Since cycle time is minimized. the volumetric
rate (cubic inches per minute) of material being
removed ls maximized, and chip flow becomes
critical. Too small of a gash size may allow chips
to wedge ink> the bottom (chip packing) and lead
to a catastrophic failure. A larger gash radius, back
angle. and grindingthe backs of gashes improves
chip flow. With dry hobbing, no coolant is avail-
able to help flush chips out of the cut. A 5° hook
sharpening on the face helps direct chip flow away
from the cutting zone and reduce power con-
sumption and heat generated. With carbide. gash
sharpening is limited to straight gash due to manu-
facturing limitations. With. high speed steel hobs,
spiral gash angles can be used, even at low thread
angles, to help equalize cutting chip curt angles
and assist in chip flow away from the cutting zone.

Edge preparation of carbide hobs after sharp-
ening andprior to coating helps reduce chipping
tendency. A cuttingedge radius of 0.0003-0.0005
in. is generally recommended. A larger "edge
prep" amount causes the tool to act dull, increas-
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ATA. Gears ,ltd. hasga;ned worldwide
,approval 01 a manufacturer o;fh~gh ,quality
spira. bevel gears - with the flel" of professional
experience over ,60years and modem technology.

eMf manu*'- ,turing
,apa,ify
readyl

Our main product is spiral be\le/ gears up to 2500
mm ( 100 in) diameter. Our experience in handling
highly classified materials, our universal gear cutting
systems as well as our own heat treatment spodight
as a gear producer for demanding customers such as
the off-shore and mining, as well as the machine tool-
and heavy \lehide industry. ATA'sgearpnishing methods,
lapping. hard cutting and grinding, enable accuracy
classes up to DIN Q=4 (AGMA Q= 14).

In addition to spiral bevel gears ATA also
manufactures custom tailored complete gear units for
demanding applications. The ATA product
development work is remarkably represented by
propeller-turbine operated small electric power plants.
"Tum-key', service-free hydroelectriC power plants
produce, with falls of 2-20 meters, power capacity of
20-2500 kW Hydro turbines demonstrate in a
magnificent woythe scope of application forATA's
product development.

ATAGEARS LTD,
ATA'Gr., Inc.
1'9885 Detroit Roadl
Rocky RI)Fer, Ohio 44116,
TelelF.!L~: 441).356-0289 CIRCI.E U3

IMailingaddress: P.O..IBox 120, FIN-33 I0 I Tampere, FINLAND
Tel -1-359 3 2870 I I I, fax +358 3 2870 249

e-mail: ;postmaster@ata-!l~ars;fj ., internet: www.ata-gears.fi

http://www.ata-gears.fi


Workpiece Data Results IC'arbide I 8811:121
TiAIN-.X Dry TiAIN-X Dry

Generating Modul'e 11.40 Parts per hob use 3,360 6,700
!

Gen. NPA 15 Cutting Cycle time I 0.16 minutes 0.10 minutes

H!A 211° LH Roor to Floor time 0.26 minutes 0.20 minutes

Face Width 29mm Tool!cost per part $0.19 $0.08

Number ofTeeth 23 Machining GPP $0.22 $0.17

LM/part 0.627 Total Cpp $0.41 $0.25

LMIT 5.3 8.8

Parts per hob use
I

720 11,800

15° . Cutting eye.I.etime O.H minutes 0.20 minutes I,

HA 211°RH Floor to Floor time 0.23 minutes 11.29minutes

Face Width 30.8 mm Tool cost per part $0.47 $0.16

Number of Teeth 35, Machining; CPP $0.23 $0.25

LM/part 1.15 Total CPP $0.70 $11.41

LMIT 1.99 4.97

Table 8-Rex 121VS. M35 dry cutting truck gear

II W..... i.... at. i Results R8X121Dry
TiAIN-fW

M35 Dry
TiAINI,

single layer

I Generating Module 3.02 Parts per hob use 980

Gen. NPA 20 ' Cutting Cycle time 1.3 minutes
HA 0 I Floor to Floor time 1.5minutes

face Width 31.9' Tool cost per part $0.40.

N~umberof Teeth 35 Machiningl GPP $1.27
LM/part 10116 Total CPP .$1.67

LMIT 5.75

686

1.3 minutes

1.'5 minutes

$0.58

$1.28

$1.:86

4.28

Table 9-Rex 76TiAIN-F cutting spline part with oil coolant
1

Workpiece, Data 8esu'lts
1

'Rex 76, IRex76
TtAlN O.il TiAIN-FOiI

NIlP 8116 Parts per hob USB 74 21'6,

N'PA
I

30' Cutting Cycle time l83 minutes 2.3 minutes

1
HA , II Floor to Floor time 1.98 minutes 2.45 minutes

I Face Width 29'2 mm Iool cost per part $3.69 $1.2,6
I 'Number of Teeth 119 Machining CPP' $,1.93

,

t2.13:

ILM/part
I

5.55 Tatal CPP $5.62
1

$3.39'

I LMfI' 1.6 4.67, ,

'Notes: 1 152 SMM, 1 122 SMM,
.pass@ 1.9 mm 8 passes @

shift, hob peeled 5.0 mm shift,

I

back 1.5 rnm I O.15mm
I

wear

jog the heat generated and reducing the tool life
factor. Edge preparation of .high speed steel bobs
is generally not required beyond fhe standard bun:
removal process in preparation fOIF coating.

The static cutting clearance is a result of the
outer diameter, cam clearance angle and a function
of the steepness. of the pressure angle. Relative
velocity o~'the side of the tooth and the pace of the
gear material as yet uncut, moving toward the side
'Of the t.ooth,. creates a dynamic cutting clearance
condition that also can affect the wear at various
parts of the teeth. Static and dynamic cutting clear-
moo evaluation must be considered in hob design.
Tools that must be short-pitched to low pressure
angles and low protuberance angles may not be
ideal candidates for dry cutting.

Tools with low clearanceangles also tend! to
cause "pressure welds," which are small particles
of part material that are forced onto and adhere to
the flank of the part under high heat and pressure.
The welded!panicles are not troublesome for parts
that are subsequently shaved, but are a problem
for parts to be rolled. Part. material may also
adhere to the hob tooth face or flank near the low-
est clearance area of the form. Commonly called
"material pickup," that may cause tearing on the
surface finish of the part due to the pickup ma-
terial acting as a (dull) cauiagedge. Material
pickup can also be misinterpreted as hob wear.

Failure Mode Evaluation
A key to testing is evaluation of how the tool's

cutting edge eventually fails. Figure 4 shows a
schematic representation of the six main types of
tool wear modes.

Abrasive Wear
Abrasive wear is the desired failure mode after

cutting a substantial number of parts. Tool life
wear criteria meed to be established up' front. The
present application under wet conditions can be a
source of valuable tool life information. Wear
should be evaluated. under a micro cope at a mag-
nification that can resolve the coating. substrate
material, wear and! material pickup. A 25X or
higher magnification should suffice. Wear for car-
bide or dry high speed steels should be limited to
0.15-0.20 mm (0.006-0.008 in.), which will be
fully cleaned u))!by 0.20-0.25 mm (0.008-0.010
in.) stock removal at sharpening. Use of a tool
monitoring system, such as a tool card (nat tracks
the number of parts cut tor eachuse, number of
passes, amount of measured wear, amount
removed by sharpening, and tooth length remain-
ing, is recommended. That helps track tool costs
through the life of the tool. The life factor foreach
run can be expressed in terms of "lineal meters
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perloolih engaged for O.XX mmamount of wear."
Crateri-ng

Cratering as a faiJure mode generally indicates
th feed rate being used i aggressive enough to
erode coating and sub trate material :from the cut-
ting face. The craterbeginsto form away from the
edge. then progresses deeper and closer to the
edge. Onoe the crater reaehe the ,edge, the edge
becomes weakened and a, chip breaks away.
resulting in an ,edge willlt no clearance and in
eventual peel back failure. The feed rate hould be
balanced to aIilow both crater and abrasive Hank:
wear to develop at a controllled rate.

Chipping
Chipping failiuresa.re cau ed by thecuttiag

load exceeding the edge strength of the tool mate-
rial. A chip leads to more catastrephic damage and
lilterefore i.s to be avoided. The feed. rate is the COIli-

IlrOlling factor for ,chip '!hick:ness and load on the
cutting edge. Rigidity of the pan as clamped can
al 0 contribute to chipping failures,

Tbennal ~radati:oD
The heat generated in dry cutting is dissipated

into the chip ,the hob and its holding system, !he
part, the pari. fixture and the air. Heat in the part.
causes thermal size changes [Q dimension over
pins COOP) and lead that mil t be compensated,
Heat. in the hob and its fixture may cause distor-
tions that affect involute quality. Hear at 'the cut-
ting edge interface can. reach 900°C. causing oxi-
dation. of the coating. That i acceptable and even
desirable in lihe case ofTiAlN coating .us the heat

cau es a microthin layer of A~03 that provides
additional, wear protection.

The feed rate can have a dramatic effect on
part temperamre, Using an aggre ive enough
feed rate to cause heat to go :into the chip' keeps
part and, hob temperature down. ']::00 aggressive of
a feed can 'cause a. high chip thicknes . that over-
I'oad the edge strength of the 1001, causing chip-
ping. Too li.ght ofa feed rateat high cUlting speeds
will. cause excessive ,envelop:ing cuts with thin
chips, resul.ting :in rapid tool wear and high part
and hob 'lem.peralures.

For maUpans, measuring part temperature
can be an effective w.ay of monitoring the hob's
wear condition. As coating on the 1001 wears
Ihrnugb 1[0 the . ub trate material, part tempera-
ture elevate quickly and rapid edge failure fol-
lows. After monitoring of a process for "wear
amount versus number of part cut" and "part.
temperature versus number of parts cut," an
empirical top point temperature limit can be
established. Figure 5 shows an applicati.oll where
'the part 'lemperatw'e is monitored andlhe process

is topped at 80° . Due tevariahibty in sharpen-
ing, edge preparatien, and reconditioning. the
number of' parts produced when the 80°Cpoint is
reached varies. By using part temperature rather
than piece count, the maximum number of parts
per use can be safely achieved eachrun, willi less
risk OF catastrophic failure.

Machine Considerations
The trend 'Ioward dry cutting is led by changes

in machine de ign with .regwd to chip evacuation,
Ih rmal tabilily. and high- peed. ,direct-drive hob
head and work table capability. The entire machine
dignand construction has been re-engineered to
be dry cutting capable. Thy cmting may be possible
on existing equipment; however; modifications for
chip evacuation may be required.

Application Results
ResuJts of variou . applications are represented

in Tables 6-9 '10 show comparisons of some sue-
cessfuland marginal results. (At the customer's
request, pan pecifications were changed slightly
to keep Ilte application anonymous. But, all appli.-
cations shown are based on actual test or field
results. The tables' data can still be used for gen-
eral comparison to similar applications.)

Conclusion
Implementation o:f a new hobbing proce s,

such as dry cutting. require a discipline of moni-
toring all process measurables, tracking tool wear,
and documenting assignable causes of various
wear modes under different parameters. The best
method for gear processing is the result ofa thor-
oug'h evaluation of process parameters and costs
associated with each of those parameters.

When Iproperly applied and m nhored, dry cut-
tillg process technologies can result in improved pro-
ductivity and reduced talal cost, A good working
relationship with tool supplier, tool maintenance
supplier, 'cooting upplier and equipmenl supplier is
required to assure c nsistellCYof results achieved.
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!Mitsubishi Starts !Mariketing its
iGear C'Utting Pmd'Ucts Itsell in

INorthAmerica
Mitsubishi Interna-

tional Corp. started mar-
keting its gear cutting
machines and tools direct-
ly to North American cus-
Lamers from its new gear
cutting technology center.

Mitsubisbi's gear cutting machines
and tooling were previously marketed
through a dealer network. which report-
ed vo Mitsubishi Heavy Industries of
America. located in Addison, IL.

Thomas P. Kelly was named president
of the new center, located in Wixom, MI,
a Detroit suburb.

Kelly said the center was created

At Fairfield Manufacturing.
engineers such as Mark Gustus.
pictured here with hIDS o·ff-roacll

vehicle, put their driving
.ambition to work every day.

On the weekends, you'lJ hod
Mark tackling some of the

toughest teuahil he can. find.
uring the week, he moves

different kind of metal,
m . g and guiding our

gear manufacturing operation
to ensure you get a high

quality produetdelwerecl
when you need ~t..

innovative design,
a wide range of

gear manufacturing
capabilities. and

1m'YItchc~ quality
aad, service.

technical specialization and theteehnol-
ogy's rapidly changingnamre and
requirements. He added the center was
located in Wixom because it would be
close to automotive OEM powertrain
plants and those of Tier 1 suppliers.

According to Kelly, the center pro-
vides a showroom for Mitsubishi's gear
cutting machines and tooling and pro-
vides greater capabilities in:
• process development,
• prototype manufacturing,
•.machine demonstrations,
.. runoffs,
• proposal preparation,
• technical presentations,
• operator training, and
.. maintenance training.

Mitsublshi designs, develops and
manufactures gear cutting machines and
systems and special gear cutting tooling ..

AMIT Elects New O:ir,ec:tors
and Off.'eers

The A soeiation For Manufacturing
Technology (AMT) elected its 2000-2001
directors and officers at its 2000 annual
meeting, held in San Francisco, CA.

Kim W. Beck was elected by 'lbe
board to be its chairman. Beck is presi-
dent of Automatic Feed Co., located ill
Napoleon, OH. He replaced Stallley A..
Woleben as chairman. Woleben is presi-
dent of Armstrong-Blum Manufactwing
Co. of Mt Prospect, IL.

John 1. Wincb was elected to be first
vice chairman. Winch is president and
chief operating officer of The Minster
Machine Co., located ill Minster, OH.

The second vice chairman and treasur-
er is Lawrence J, Rhoades, president of
Extrude HOlle COIp..of Irwin, PA.The sec-
retary is R. J. Weskamp. president ofWes-
Tech Inc., located lin BulfaJo Grove, IL.

The other directors are:
• John L. Drake, CEO of Drake
ManufacturingServices Inc. ofWanen. OH;
• J. Patrick Ervin, president and COO of
Hardinge Inc .., Elmira, NY.
• John W. Fedor, president and CEO of
Masco Machine Inc. of Cleveland;
• Roger H. Hayes, president, director
and CEO of Huffman Corp., Clover, SC;
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• Bradl.ey L. Lawton, president of Star
Cutter Co., Farmington Hills. MW;
• Kyle H. Seymour, pre ident of
Cincinnati Machine of Cincinnati;
• Charles T. Sherman. president of PH
Group. Columbus, OH; and
• Douglas K. Woods. president of
Liberty Precision Industries of
Roche ter. NY.

Fait ICO~p.Has N'ew Presidenl
Gary H. Kaine has been appointed

Falk Corp.'s new president and has been
given the task of increasing i.15 ale in
the global industrial market.

Kaine joined Falk, a Hamilton
Sundsrrand company, after leading a suc-
cessful turnaround at Sullair Europe,
another Hamilton Sund traad company
He was Sullair Europe's president from
199610 2000. Under Kaine. Sui lair
Europe wen! from losses to profits through

B1
Milwa
Phone (414) 769-0072
fax (414),769-86,10
E-mail: fassler@execpc.com

restructuring and an emphasis on 'customer
growth and increased productivity,

"My long-term comrnitment js to
serve 'customers with greater speed.
accuracy and quality through on-time
product delivery, rapid introductions of
new products to the market, and by
focusing on e-business,' Kaine said.

Falk Corp. manufactures industrial
power transmission machinery. Ham-
ilion Sundstrand supplies aerospace and
indu trial products and i a subsidiary of
United Technologies Corp.

Metso 101 Uevelop Gear Servlce and
Wind Power iin Finland

Metso corp. will build new technolo-
gy facilities in Jyvaskyla, Finland, for
developing its gear service capabilities
and wind power technology.

The building program includes
expanding production facilities for wind

'CIRCLE 1'31

turbine gears. The market for wind
power plants is increasing annually by
40 percent, with the greate t growth in
the highest power classes. Metso aid
developing gears for such plants requires
full-scale testing facilities and a remote
diagnostics capability.

Thecompany also said extra facilities
are needed for gear 'production and for
the growing field of gear service.

The new facilines will Include a con-
tinuous te ring laboratory able to test gear
unitsthat can generate up to 6 megawatts
of power. A forgear service. the facilities
will emphasize global development, train-
ing and support operations [or maintaining
wind power gears, integrated paper
machine drives and heavy industrial gears.

The facilities were scheduled '10 be
completed in October 2001.

Metso Corp. supplies process indus-
try machinery and systems.

•

'.""' ..........r for efficiency, safety, high
and a comprehensive customer
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Caterpilnalr Gets Allmost $191

Mlillio'nfor Two .PlI'o'jects
Caterpillar and its joint venture part-

ners receivedalmost $19 million frorn
the Commerce Department's National
Institute of Science & Technology for
two research and development projects .

Caterpillar aid one project,
"Coaling-Enabled Component De-
siglllTechnology Tools for Nanostruc-
tured Coatings," was intended [0 develop
lighter, more efficient and more durable
power transmission gears and other
machine components .

The project was expected to benefit the
economy, especially the automobile indu -
'try, by more than $6 billion annually.

The company said theother project.
"Intelligent Flexible Laser Integration,"
was meantto overcome Europe's lead in
laser-based manufacturing by develop-
ing a new high-powered laser that would
be capable of multiple functions. The
laser would be used to improve manu-
fact ring and rapair in fields such as
commercial and naval shipbuilding, air-
craft and automobile industries, and con-
struction and mining.

That. project. wasexpected [Q benefit
the economy by more than $]2 billion
over a six-year period.

Caterpillar's panners i.nme gear project
include J.A Woollam Co. and United
Technologies Research Center. Caterpillar'S
partners in the laser project were Cutting
Edge Optronics, MTS Systems Corp.,
Bender Shipbui.lding and General EIeclric
Corporate Research and Development

Work all the multi-year projects was
expected 10 take place in Mossvillle, LL, al
Caterpillar'. Technical Center, and al the
partners' facilities.

If you would like to respond to this or any
other article in this edition of G88r I

Technology, plaass fax your response to the
attention of Randy Stott managing editor, at I

847-437-6618 or send e-mail messages to
peop{ef}geartechnology.com.

Tenu. Wha. You Thi_ ...

If you found this column of interest and/or
useful, please circle 301.

If you did not care for this column, circle_
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Mal'cb.6-7-Textron's Gear Institute Courses. Textron
Technical Training Censer; Traverse City, Ml Textron Power
Transmission is offering spring courses at its Gear Institute. A
two-day intermediate gear course will be held March 6-7. The
course costs $595. A two-day maintenance course will be held
March 20-21. It. costs $395. Both courses will be repeated in
April and May..A three-day advanced gear course will be held in
April and May. That course costs $795. for more information,
visit www.TextmnPTcom.

Marcb 19-23--Gleason Corp'. Gear Fundamentals 'Course.
Gleason Gear School, Loves Park, fL. Gleason COIl'. is offering
Basic Gear Fundamentals, afour-day program tor people new
to gear manufacturing who want a basic under l:anding of gear
geometry, nomenclature, manufacturing and inspection. The
program costs $895 and also will be held April 23-26 and on
other dates tlrroughout the year. For more information. visit
www.gleason.com;

May '7-11-AGMA Training Sehee! ror Gear
Manura.ctoring: Basic 'Course. Richard J. Daley College,
Chicago. [t. The American Gear Manufacturers Association is
offering a basic course to gear companies' newer employees
about selling up machines. inspecting gears, doing gearing cal-
culations and understanding basic gearing. The course costs
$65'0 for AcOMA members and $775 for nonmembers.
The course will 'be 'repeated in June, September and October.
For more information. contact the association by telephone at
(703) 684-0211, by fax at (7'03) 684-'0242, or via e-mail at
fentress@agma.org. Or" visit www.agma.o'8.

May 21-2J-......Fundamenbtls or Parallel Axis Gear Manufac-
turing. Pheasant Run Inn and Resort. 51. Charles, IL. The three-
day seminar is intended for entry-level gear-manufacturing
employees mel includes demonstrations of current gear-manu-
facturing equipment. To register, send your name. title, compa-
ny, address, telephone and post office number to Koepfer
America t.t,c, 635 Schneider Drive, South Elgin, n.60177.
Koepfer can also be contacted by telephone at (847) 931-41.21
or by fax at (847) 931.-4192.

AddiJional ellenis ,can be' found ,on the ,technical calelUlars at
www.gearteebnology.com and www ..powertransmtsslen.com,

If you IJ(J"IIean' event you' want included in th.e tec.hnical,calen-
dar, you can fox in/ormation about the ,ellent to Gear
Teehnofogy, ..to the attention oJ Ralzdy Stott, managing editor,.
at 847-437-66.l8.

TtlU.WIllI V.TII_,- ..
Hyou found this column of interest and/or useful, please circle 309.

Ifyou did not care for this column, cirdIt 310.

IfJIDU would like to respond to this or any other article in this edition
of Belt Technology, please fax your response to the attention of
Randy Stott. managing editor, at 847-437-6618 or send a-mail mes-
sages Ie peopIsOgeartechnology.com.
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_------------ HEAT TREATING FOCUS _

The Submerged Induction
Hardening of Gears

D.W. Ingham and G. Panish

Fig!. 1-Typicallwd'enjJg pattern.

IFig. 2:-:The induclor.

This article is based o.n
papers prelliDusly presented
in Heal Treatment ~fMetals.
1998.,1 arId 1998.2, pub-
lishedb,.; The Woy; on Heal
Treatment Cemre, Aston
University, Asto" Triangle,
Birmingliam B4 7ET, UK.

Tnis ,article was also pre-
sented a.' the 1999 Fall
Technical Meeting of ,the
America'i GetU MtlnuJilctur-
us Association.

Prifltedwith permission
of the copyrigld Iwlder; tI,e
American Gear Manufac-
turers Association, 1500
King Street. Suite 201,
Alexamlria, Virginia 22314.
Copies of the paper are
available from the
Assoc.iation~ Statements pre-
sented in this paper are ,those
of the Authors ,and may not'
l'epllesent' .tl,·e position or
opinio" ,0/ tire Ameri:ctm
Gear Mallufactz4rers Associa-
tiOIl.

Introduction
The tooth-by-tooth, sub-

merged induction hardening
process for gear tooth surface
hardenmg has been successful-
ly performed al David Brown
for more than 30 years, That
experienc~acked up by in-
depth research and develop-
ment-has given David Brown

engineers a much greater
understanding of. and conti-
dence in, the results obtainable

from the process. Also, field
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experience and refinement of
gear design and manufacturing
procedures, to accommodate
the induction hardening
process now en ure lilia'l gears

so treated are of guaranteed
quality, The process's purpose
is to produce a continuous

hardened layer, wllicll extends

alongthe tootIJ.lenglb and from
the [Ooth.' tip .. down, its flank,
around tile fillet and root area
and up tile opposite flank to Ole
nexl tooth's tip (Fig, I). and to
ensure the depth of the ha:!dL
ened zone is sufficient, so the

subsurface high tooth stresses
are cOlltainedin theh.igh
strength regions.

In the submerged, toolh-by-
tooth process, the inductor
(Fig. 2), which has essentially

the same shape as the space
between two adjacent gear
teeth. is energized and tra-
versed along the tooth space,
heating and austen.itiz.ill1g the

neighboring tooth surfaces,
includingthe root-fillets, as it
goes. The heating operation
OCCUfi below the quenehant's
surface so, a soon as the
inductor has moved on, tt is
replaced, by the surrounding
queachant; thus, healing and

quenching are localized. pro-
gressive •.and of short duration.

The heated and quenched
zone is so localized that distor-
tion and growth problems,
which tend to plague carburize
case hardening, are essentially
avoided. High . urface hardness

http://www.gflllr/flChflology.com
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energy by the 14:] workhead i
transformer in the gear han- .i

I
dling machine. :

The water-cooling tank sup- I".'

plies three recireulatory line :

erator, water-cooling tank, oil- supplies, etc..
circulation tank and oontrol Over many years, David
console. Brown performed research

The gear handling machine projects onlhe proce s, be ides Fig. 5-Typical indllctoM.D-worlIlJlace COllp'ling..

and surface compressive resid-
ual stresses, imparted by me
process. ,dramaticaUy improve
the contact and bending fatigue
strengths,

This article deal...swith many
aspects of the proees itsellf.
describes problem areas, con-
siders applications and discuss-
es the product's properties and
quality.

The Induction Hardening
Process

At David Brown, the fre-

quency used for gear induction
hardening is 9.,6 kHz. and the
range of tooth sizes processed.
is 8 to 38 module. Figure 3is a
schematic drawing of the facil-
ity, which is adjacent to a gen-

rigidly supports the gear, accu-
rately rotating, aligning and
indexing it duril'lgprocessing.
The water-cooled inductor is
secured to a workhead trans-
former that is mounted OD a
carriage in the gear handling
machine (Fig. 4). The work-
head transfonner can be set to
traverse a distance of more
than. one meter on linear bear-
ing tracks. The inductor's actu-
al travel length is controlled by
preset Limit switches. The
machine is meant for the
process's submerged version,
with the inductor at the bottom
center position. Consequently,
much of the handling equip-
ment is in an open tank filled
with quenchanr during process-
ing and drained for loading and
setting up ..

The generator, which pro-
vides lip 'to 75 kW, cenvertsjhe
main power supply of 380 V,
5'0 Hz. to a medium. frequency
(9.6 kHz)1 supply at a nominal
voltage of 500 V. That is trans-
formed [0 a supply of 50-V

a) to the inductor. which is !
~
!
!

I '
I
I

,
I r---------------------------------------~I

,ellergy requirements. Conse-
quently, the shaping of the
inductor (Fig. 5) i important to
optimize the coupling, The !
inductor is designed for rigidi- II

ty to ensure accurate geometri-
cal positioning. I

[ !

Research has shown the ' I

heating effect is controilled by I I
j

the inductor's design, The i

David Brown design includes ("I

two copper sides connected by
a copper bridge along the root i
Taennocouples in the body of ! Il1g.7-TJpical b&rdeningplttern.

capable of some heating via its
own resistance and by radia-
lion &om tlte workpiece during
processing;
b) to the qllencnant's heat
exchanger; and
c) to the generator and the
workheaduansformer,

The control console man-
ages the induction hardening
process by control of the indue-
tor traverse speed, inductor
energizing and de-energizing,
quenchant flow, cooling water

pr-oduction hardening. Con-
sequently. relationships be-
tween hardening parameters
and hardened depth/pattern
have been establi hed., eliminat-
ing the need 1.0 establish pa-
rameters on separate test pieces.

The process is controlled by
several signi ...ficant parameters •.
these being:

1) .The Inductor Workpiece
Gap. The space between the
inductor and the gear tooth is
critical. The surface-to-volume
ratio differences around the
tooth profile demand different

0.89 mm

(lear
Tooth

1.65mm

8..5,moo
35kWpower
150mm/min
traverse speed

900

800

I 700u ...

'e!'600

~500..
~4()()1

Io!
300 I

200 I
100 *, Leading edge 01inductor raac lies measurement position

4 6 8 10 12 Ti14 16 18 20 22 24 26 2830 32:
IITle', seconlls __

Fig. hAn example ol the temperature d'istributionl within 61geertooli1l during ,In
iinduclor pass. Tb depth and localionoh.l1e Ilimperaluruen-sor is indicated ,against
leach temperatllra Icurve.

700,......-----------------,'60

"-....... , ...... _-
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+400 I

+300

I

+2001
I
I

I a tooth being hardened haveI shown a typical temperature
! profile (Fig. 6). On the mid-

I,' flank position, two tempera-
ture peaks are experienced,

coinciding w.ith passage of the
mductor's copper sides .. In the

root position, a single peak is
found, associated with the cop-
per bridge.

David Brown's practice

involves the exclusive use of
numerically controlled rna-
chine shaping of inductor

blanks. The use of accurate
shaping means it is only neces-

sary for the operator to ensure
that the inductor is aligned,

central. to the tooth. space, and
that the root gap is correct.

When that is done, the induc-

tor-to-workpiece gap at other
positions around the inductor
will be correct.

2) The Power. As power is
! increased, the depth of heating

1 is increased for a tooth size. II
j naturally follows that the larger
I

! the tooth size, the larger the
! .
~ power requirements.
i 3) Inductor Traverse
I Speed. Traverse speed deter-

mines the depth of heating by
allowing more time for heat
diffusion. Sufficient time

should be available to allow
transformation to au stern teo
Research by a dilatometry
study showed that for an
817M40 (4340) steel in the

quenched and ternperedcondi-
tion, three seconds were
required to achieve carbon
solution, and that a degree of
coarsening with a slight reduc-
tion of hardness took place
after nine seconds. Therefore,
heating times within the three-
to nine-second range are nor-

mal for the process, which
means that if the inductor has
an effective length (time
above AC3) of 1.8rnm, the tra-
verse speed range will need 10

+100

Surl~ hatd~ 750HV

~.
8.2·moduie

3%CrIMQ 6teel
tempered a1200'C

~II------- -

+300

+'00 I

5 6 7 a a
Distance ITom ilUrfllC!!. mm

~ 630HV
SAE .4J.40 steel

tempered at' BO"C

..700 '
,

+600 - Surface hardl1ess 650HV
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fig. S-lxamples 'Df ,residual stI1esses through an induction-hardened case. Tesl
locations shown' ..AJrow denoles .a,pproximate effective case deplb (10 450 HVI.

be in the approximate range of

125 mm per minute to 350
mm per minute.

4) Quenching and cooling
jets. Surrounding the mounted
inductor are: a) the fore and

an qnenchant curtain jets,
which help stabilize the vapor
phase that occupies the cou-
pling space and hasten and
control the quenching, and b)
the si:de sprays-also curtain
jets-which play on the tooth

top edge and adjacent flank to

control the heating pattern on
the tooth's top and the

amount of back-tempering on
the adjacent tooth addendum.

The settings for those jets,

and the quantities of quench-
ant flowing through them, are

important
5) Power switching; When

a tooth space is to be hardened,

the inductor is automatically
advanced into the tooth space

to a distance equal to about hal1
the inductor's length. Ar that
point. the inductor is energized,

and-after a hort dwell at the
entry-the inductor's traverse

along the tooth pace com-
mences. Similarly, at the
tooth's exitend, the inductor
stops, dwells and Is de-ener-

gized. That generally en ures
a satisfactory hardening pat-

tern at the tooth ends. But,
experience has shown that on
occasions, the exit pattern

could be improved by cancel-
ing the dwelJ and running

through 011 full power. or by
running through and de-ener-
gizing during the exit. Those
are minor adjustments aimed
to ensure a good product.

Steels For Induction
Hardening

At David Brown. we adopt-
ed the policy of using medium
carbon a1Joy steels of the 4340.
type composition for induction
hardened applications. The



produce u pre-tempered sur-
face hardness of more than 57
HRC,and a tempered surface I
hardnes of typically 55 HRC. !

.iWith today' inherently clean
steels, the material' basic I
qllalit.y i .nO.1a problem for the ).
lI.ardening proces .

The gear blanks are I
'through hardened and rem- I
pered either as forgings or j

afler rough machining. I
Tempering hould be II ed to i
eliminate residual, sire se in Ii

the gear: therefore. high tem- ;
peringte mperatures (>600DC)

should be u ed. The re ulting
tempered marten ilic micro-
structure is mo t uitable for
induction hardening becau e it
is homogeneous w.ith re peet
to carbon. and the carbides'

particle size is small. which
favors easy so.luI1011during the
short induction heating period,
i.e, 3-.10 seconds. The as- I

hardened and tempered fl",.
trength need not exceed

8.boul 1.000 N/mm2•

Therefore, gear cutting and I;.

other machining operation

are not difficuh to perfonn, .1'

.R uUing Properties
1) .l:iardlltss. Fi.gure 1!

shows a typicalltardness di 1Ii- i
bution, Induction hardened ur- I
faces, for which the carbon '

content is nominally 0..40% C, i
u 1Ia1ly have hardne S value I
of more than 55 HRC. and lip
to 60 HRC. a hardened. i
Tempering al 200-250°C I
reduce hardne liightly 10

about 54-57 HRC. Two fea-
tures hould be noted: an added
plateau of hardne (broken
.Ii lie), and a trough :in the curve
just. below l!he case-core june-
tion, The first feature. which is
occasionally observed. may
relate to the extent of carbon
solutionand the degree of ear-

bon homogeaiaation in the !
all tenite phase, noting that for I
a steel such as 4340, it will take I
aboutthree econds to dissolve ;
the carbides but more time to

-500

..
u

~
::I

'"

lean·alloy
gear mel

-200

achieve a modest degree of
homogenization .. Solution and
homogenizati n are better
served by having the fine car-
bide characteri tic induced by j

previous hardening andtem- I
pering. The trough at the hard- I
ened zone's 'end i anributedto i
hort-term tempering The end i

denotes where tile (e~peratllre. I
due to induction heating. bad I
attained the A I. value of say I
725°C. But if !he steel was pre- i
violJsly tempered at 650°C. the ~
core immediately beneath the I
case will have experienced i

!
heating within the 650-725°C j

range and hence some addi-
tional tempering.

2) MicmstTuctures. An
induction-hardened, low-tem-
perature tempered material's
hardened layer usually consists
of fine tempered martensite. !
and the tructure has II. much ! '

relined allsteniticgrain-sire-I
though that i. not usually !
apparent. Process parameters i
are selected [0 avoid develop- I

f . .. !
menl or coarse marten ·1.tIC:
rnicrostructures. which can j Fig:. 11J.--!Eftecto~UII:plring 0l11111rtaC81 residual com .rressivllIrnS.1II

negalive1:y influence the hard- I
ened layer's toughness, :

All induction hardened 1
layer's microstructure does not i

!always appear marten itic, but ;
!
i
!
!tempered structure, though!

much finer. Still. induction !;,.,

hardening's hardness values.
are typical of the marlensitic i

!
condition. !

3) .Resi4ual Stresses.!
Healing of a steel. surface by I
indllction currents will be i
accompanied by thermal I
expansion and a superimposed i Fig. 11-Eflecllol tempering Ionthe hardness profile ,0. an !inductiDn hlrd,nedl gear
contraction when the material t ·Iooth Uanl!(SAEI140steel).
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sometimes tends to resemble
the original quenched and
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To give you a broader view.
We've conso'lidated all of our North

American gear cutting technol'ogies Into one
independent ,organlza,tion. And moved the
,entire operatlonto al new techno'l'ogy center
in the Detrelt areal at the hub of global
powertrain ,e.ngineerilng.

No dealers. No distrlibutors. Rather, 'career
specialists seasoned in every aspect of inter-
nationall gear production :req,uirements and
solutions.

The new Gear Technology Center Is your
singlesour,ce for tlhe broadest arirayof gear
producnon technol~ogy lin the world. From
our patented high-speed dry cutt,ing
machines and hobs through gear shapers,
shavers, and honing machines, to complete
stand-alone 'gear production centers. Alii

applied with a comprehensive understanding
of the most demanding, production
environments. And backed with tra:inlng and
service by the industry's most knowledgea'ble
and reliable en,gineers and technicians.

Ilfyour current manufacturing
challenges require the detailed focusot the
wo~I'd's foremost authority on gear produc-
tlon, give us 81 cell, After all/ we're in the
neighborhood. ... Gea'r Technology C,ente,r

_ ... _ Division of Mltsubi'shl Intelil1atlono'l COl1!1Orotlon
., Detroit Branch

46922. Ube,~ lOr,ve
Wi_xom, MJchlgon48393
(248) 669-6' 36
(248) 669-0614 FAX.
www.mltsub'lshlgearoenter.c:oml
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~passes through the austenite
I transformation temperature
I range. As a result, yielding may
; occur somewhere in the heated
! layer, probably close 10 the
~eventual caselcore junction,
i and will contribute to. the resid-
i ual stress distribution. But, the
: stresses" development will bei mainly due to the martensitic

i transformation.
i Martensite formation in the! induction heated and quenched
f layer involves a volume

I ! increase above that of the
~ underlying core material, plac-

I I ing the har~ened surface i? a
! state of residual compression,I which is balanced by residual
~tension imhe core, just beneath
IIh.e case (Fig. 8). The change
I from compression to tension
i occurs at a depth where the
i hardness is about 40 HRC. But,
j unlike the carburizing and
1 hardening process, whichi transforms the core before the
j carburized layer, an inducrionI heated surface layer will lose
l heat during quenching to the
I quenchant and by conduction
r into the workpiece's cooler
! body. The outcome is a resid-
i ual stress distribution where
! the compressive stresses in the
! hard case may have a high
i value at some distance from the
! surface but stiU within the
! case's harder part. Even so, the
i amount of surface com pres-
[ sian is determined by the

t hardened layer's depth .. The! core tensile residua] stresses,
i which peak just below theI hardened layer, need to be
~ carefully considered by gear
! designers, notingthat a deeper
i case will push the "offending"
i residual tensile peak. deeper. to
1 where the applied bend:ing
: stresses are of a low order:
i That feature results in the

fig ..U......lh bending fatigue strength of indulrtor-h~rdened 8I!lm!31.lIIodll:le,gear_teeth 1 specification of a higher case
(vanous. steels): (a) centaur hardened; (b) flank bardened. Broken hnes denole scatter i d ~- h th .~. -rl d 1.. I d
band lor D.IN3990. - , teptn: an wou oe emp aye
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Fig. 12-EHecl ,oithe amount of flank hardening on the,lbending,lll fatigue stIlmgtb 01
gear le,th. S1eel 10.55%C. core :strength 880, Nlmml.
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lhardened

for carburized case depths.
The magnitude of the sur-

face residual stresses devel-
oped during induction harden-
ing is thought to be related to
the depth of hardening (Fig.
9). though tne stresses are
modified by tempering. as
Figure 10 illustrates. Temper-
ing's effect on the hardness of
an AISI 4140 induction hard-
ened gear tooth surface is
shown iiii Figure ] I, noting
thai. the most used tempering
temperature range for induc-
tion hardened gears is
200-250°C.

4) .Bellding fatigue. lt is
crucial thaI the entire surface of
£he toolh roosfi llet region is
hardened. A mis ed area in that
region, either along the filJet or
at the tooth end, will lower the
bending fatigue trength orne
25%, compared with the tooth's
strength before induction hard-
ening (Ref. 3). Baumganl (Ref.
4)confmned the 25% loss (Fig.
12). With adequate rootrfillet
hardening. the fatigue strength
will be 60% (0 70% of that of a
carburized gear (Ref. 3) when
the surface hardness and the
case depth are within reason-
able limits, i.e. 590 Hv to 650
Hv, and minimum fillet case
depth/modnie ratio is 0.25 to
0.30.

Fatigue tests employing a
beam type test piece, with
machined notches to simulate
a 29 module gear tooth with a
stre S concentration factor of
1.4, produced fatigue limit
values of 510 Nlmm2 for a
0.55% C plain carbon steel;
527 Nlmm2 for a 0.50% C
chromium-vanadium steel;
and 564 N/mm2 to 630 N/mm2

for steels 4140 and 4340. The
trend. was that the fatigue limit
ro e with core strength (772
Nlmm2 to 1.020 N/mm2),
which perhaps reflected each

http://www.pow8r.rransmiss!on.com
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steel's resistance to significant. !
yielding under load. Po1 aror i- - I

test ' (Ref. 3) on. 8 .mm module I
gears, produced the re uns
hOWD in Figure 13 for full I

tooth pace induction hard-
ened and nank: induction hard-
ened teeth.

S) Conlllci JaJjgue~ A sur-
face's contact fatigue strength
Is related to its 'tensile strength I

and the urface material's hard- !
ness. Contact fatigue tests !
using discs and having no. I!

nnentional sliding uggested ]
that induction hardened sur- 1

faces had pining fatigue:

trengths of about 80% of that I',:,

of carburized and hardened
urfaces (Fig. 14). Winter and i

Weiss confirmed !!hat eoserva- !
tion (Ref. 3). With actual gear j
tests, they concluded that I
induction hardened gears had l
85 % of 'the contact fatigue 1

strenlh of their case hardened I
counterpart . Their recommen- i

dation nol to exceed 55 HRC
urface hardness forlhe we of

tooth bending strength. is !in
line with current practice. not-
ing that their contact. fatigue
plots, shown in Figure IS, rep-
resent surface hardnesses of 52
HRCand 6] HRC. When the
surface hardness was 6] HRC.
the contact fatigue trength was
comparable to thai. of a ease
hardened gear of the same sur-
face hardness. Unfortunately,
willi such urface hardne s,
orne tooth bending failures

occurred with the induction
hardened gears. In other tests
(Ref. 5) 011 gears of about 6]
KRC, the induction hardened
gear had a life (to tbe onset of
pitting) Ibat was 1..7 timesihat
of a case hardened gear. Again.
some induction hardened gears
experienced tooth breakage.
which may confirm Willter and
Weiss' recommendation. But.
during contact fatigue tests,

Through-II rdened
and tempel'l!d straIght
carbon, and alloy steel

1~r---------------------------------9

Flame ,or induction ha~

Through-hardened
I1IfInedl high-grade
floyl'

Toollnk Engineering
,offers hydraulicarbors

made of a light
metal alloy that

weigh up to
70% less than
a comparable,

steel arbor.Feather light
hydraui'ic
arbors can be
manufactured with
runout as low as
2 microns. The ,clamping
sleeves are replaceable. ThIs
tooting is suitable for measuring.
testing, balancing. gear grinding
and other applications.

r_ ~ II ... """-,_--""'KlInI!!---_..- ......-.g.~.a..-_._.....
'---..a._"'''''''-
Of.....• t~ • I.ll.• C.D. 0i'I~
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TooUnk Engineering
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... 303,938.8570

fA!( 303.938.8572
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SPlliRA.L BEVEL GEARS
fliransmiissions)

Spiral 5. Straight Beve 'Gear Manufacturing.
Commercial tD ,aircraft 'Quality 'gearing.

Spur; beJica'l. splinedl s'bafts, internal ,81. externall .•
s!ba.ved" '9~ound Ig,ears. Spirallbevel grinding.

Midwest Tmns:missions ,II RedllcelS.
ISO comp'lianl

MIDWESf GEAR
IHOOLINC.

1l11211,E~INinl' Mill IRoadl
Warnm. MI 48IIB9
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using narrow faced gears
results inlootlt breakage frac-
tures initialed attbe early con-
tact damage on the tooth Hanks.

Pitflills
Induction hardellinglias

problems, ln the wrung beat
treater's hands, the results can
be di astrou . But, a number of
problems hav,ebeen recog-
nized and eliminated d'uring
David Brown's years of experi-
ence. That recognition provid-
ed insight and a clearer under-
standitng of the process.

J) Baek: .tempe.ri'l~g. The
hardening ofa si.ngl'e tooth
means the tooth surface attains
a temperature in excess of
720°C. The quencham re-
moves much of the heat, bur
some heat conducts through
the looth. That heat can-par-
t.icul.ar.ly with small pitch
teelh:-resull in "back-temper-
ing" of the adjacent, previously
hardened tooth.

"Back tempering" is con-
trolled by side cooling jets,

which are positioned to
lmpinge omhe adjacent (oo!h's
top edge and direct flow down
its flank (Fig. 16)..A considera-
lion is !hal. tile adjacent tooth.
"sees" the conducted heat a lit-
tle later than the heated tooth
surface, and therefore the ide

I jets need to be longer than the
inductor.

A sm311 amount of soften-
ing by back tempering is
almost inevitable and hoeld

be accepted inlhe gear design.
It is inherent in the process that
311the teeth exceptme 1 tone
will experience the "back-tern-
per" effect and that one tooth
(the fIrst) will have two flanks
which experience the effect.

2) Root and Flank
Crac/ci"g. Tooth root and/or
flank cracking has never really
been II problem with the ub-
merged, toolh-by-tooth process
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using quenching oil as the
coolant,

The tooth-by-tootltinduc-
Lion hardening process :in other
organLzations had an early his-
tory of tooth cracking prob-
lems (Ref. 1), usualliy via the
use of steel having too high a
carbon content and/or too low
a hardenability togeth· r with
Ih use of higher quench rates ..

3) .Melting and Over-
healing; IT the local tempera-
ture become too high due to,
fior example, too, close a cou-
ple,lhe.re will bea risk of sur-

face overheating or melting.
Overlleating produces 3. coarse
martensitic miceostrucnire in
the as-quenched surface, A
melted area produces a surface
layer with a dendritic structare

and a sublaycr of 'overheated
material (Fig. 1.7). Such OCCUl'-

rences are to be avoided,
although localized occurrences

at tooth end run out... can be
dressed to remove I:heeffects.

4): Unhardened areas.
Flgure 18 bows examples of
induction hardened gears
where small areas are left
unhardened.

In (a), an inductor did not
dwell at either end of a gear
tooth, causing a small area, a
"thumbnail," to receive insuffi-
cient heating to effect harden-
ing. To correct that fault, atten-
tion must be given to how far
the inductor is introduced into
the tooth space before energiz-
ing and how long It dwells there
in '!he energized state before
tarting its heating traverse.

Such a defect may invite
faligue cracking during service.

In (b), a poorly shaped or
damaged inductor led. to a. nar-
row band of uahardened sur-
face at the tooth fi.lIet. Within
Ilhe hardened mface~, tile
residual stresses are compees-
sive ..But i.n unhardened .areas,

http://www.gslJr/9chnolol1y.com
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such as those hown.fhere willi :
be tensile residual stresses of a !::t=:s~!·al~I
~ill bave a. vel)' poor bending
fatigue strength.

In (c), iasutficiemaneation

to process parameters led to the
hardened layer being !:hin, or

missing. near the '1ooth's end ..,It
is nermal forthe end hardened

pattern to differ a little from
that furthera'long the tooth;
there tends to be a smal
amoun; of case thinning near
th,e exit end at a poiru midway

up Ute tooth face" as the top
row in Figure 18 shows. In
extreme circumstances, the

thinner area may break: out to
the surface.

One very important factor
in relation to tooth end harden-
ing problems is having the COf-

rect tooth end shape. chamfers
and beveled edge .

5) ,uneven harde,ning pat-

terns. Uneven han:l'elling pat-
terns are mainly due to IX>Or
positioning of the inductor in
the tooth space or to a lack of
inductor rigidity. Poor inductor

alignment also causes uneven
hardening.

6) Distortion alldgrowth.
Shape and volume changes are
no!:" as a rule, viewed as being

ignificant to induction harden-
ing. Still, it is good to keep in
mind that they do OCCIlf,

though generally to small

degrees, and good to know
where the potential problem
areas might be. Tooth profile
movements due W induction

hardening are ilJu trated in
Figure 20, where the shape
change is less than 0.012 mm.

Gear rims might also have a
slight tendency to take on a
disbola shape, when the gear

diameter al. me ends of the

teeth. is greater than the mid-
face width. The extent of the
shape change is affected by rim
thickne s and tooth face width;

the thinner the rim and the
greater the face width, the
greater the risk of that form of
distortion, Therefore. the
designer must take mat into
account at an early tage of
design. Given that tendency, it

is not advisable to induction
harden gear rims "shrunk" onto

a center, Welded fabrication
gear construction, on the other
hand, is suitable.

The ends of small- and
intermediate-sized teeth. which
are required to be induction
hardened, should be generous-
ly radiused, On the other hand,

1Mgt pinion teeth, for whi.ch a
deep case is specified and
which are not planned to be
flank ground, should be
tapered about 0.1 mm over the

end '120m of flank, at both
'ends of each flank, a· wel.l as
having a 3 mm radius at the
edges. That is done to counter
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Table l-AGMA gear ratmqs lor vanous heat-treated conditions

_-----------_1 HEATTREATINGFOCUS1 _

Gear tooth size AGMA rating (kWf

Through Through ; I c rbon
hardened hardened Nitrided Indudion ':ass-
10 UTS of to UTS of 4140 hardened hardeMd

772Nlmm2 1158N1mm2

OPModule

2 12.7' 1.52.9 3.3 3,6 (,2
2.5 10 J 5.66,6 7,,2 8,3
3 8.5 5 9.4 11.1: 12.1 14
" 6.35 11.6 21.8 26 28,3 32.9
6 4.23 I' 38.7 7.2.9 84.5 94.9 111
8 3.18 88;6, 167 19_ 218 256
12 2.12 282 530 615, 691 815
20 1.27 I "163 2192 2558 28'15 3390
JO 0.65 3521' 6636 772'l 8680 10258

Results based on 25 pinion teeth running against 75 wheel teeth; helicaf
with face' width 0.4 x centres.

Table 2-ApprolHiate heal treatment r~

Gear tooth size AGMA rating (kW)

Ind!!Ction Induction Carbon
Module OP' Nitrided hardened hardened case-

at 50kHz' etlOkHz hardened
2: 12.7 • •2;5 10 • •3 8.5 .' • •" 635 .' • •6 4.23 • • • '.8 3.18 • • • •12 2.12 • '.20 1.27 • '.30' 0.65 • •

Run-outof
, hardened layer

Region
of

conducted
heat

Hardened Is,yer

'Tensile
,surface
stress

Compressive
surface' stress

Fig.19-Residual stress althe edge 101a hardened Ilyer"I~)

Profile before
hardeningl

Profile after
hardening,

IFig.2O-I)istortillnl in 'Iooth fOl1lllc81lSedilby Ihl1dening (greilly ,uIggal'lledl.

the minor growth that can wheel with a carburized and
occur at the flank ends due to
induction hardening, thereby
causing hard meshing poinls in

critical areas. Helical gear
teeth need to be more gener-
ously rounded at the acute
angle's edge, the amount
depending on tooth size.

Applications
Induction hardening joins

an array of heat treatment
processes available to the
designer. A process compari-
SOil of the AGMA 218 gear rat-
ings for a range of gear tooth
sizes is shown in Table L It
can be seen that carburized and
case hardened gears provide
the best ratings for both tooth
durability (contact fatigue) and
tooth bending fatigue gear
properties. But, for the larger
tooth sizes, induction harden-
ing provides a significant
advantage over nitriding or
through hardening.

The different heat treatment
processes tend to suit a range
of tooth sizes. Table 2 provides
an overview of the data. Tooth-
by-tooth induction hardening
is suited to relatively large
teeth-or 10kHz frequency
from 8 module to 3D module.

Induction hardening,

because it requires a high level
of technical and manual skill, is
suited to larger gears, whicll.-
by their size and weight-are
expensive tocarburize.

Induction hardening mightI !
I I be beneficial when distortion
i and growth. due to carburizingI and hardening is large enough

to require excessive amounts of
! corrective flank grinding. with
! a corresponding 'thinning of the
i case and the risk of grinding

steps at the tooth. fillet,
Induction hardening can be

best used by ensuring a good
'combination with the mating
gear, i.e, an induction hardened
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hardenedpinion, or a through
hardened wheel with an indue-
tion hardened pinion.

After an induction harden-
ing process is chosen, the engi-
neer should design the gear
accordingly.

1) Double helical gears
should have a gap between the
two helixes into which the
inductor can pass when it has
completed a tooth traverse,
Modern bobbed gears will
have that anyway. and gears
that need to be finished by gear
tooth flank grinding win have a.
substantial gap.

2) Uthere is a shoulder
adjacent to the end of the gear
portion. there should be a radi-
al gap between the ends of the
teeth. and the houlder.

3) A generous root fillet
radius should be included and
narrow tip widths should be
avoided.

Typical David Brown appli-
cations for induction hardened

gears are:
.•Mill pinions on girth gear

driven rotating roms where the
pinion mates with. a cast steel
wheel (Fig. 21).

• Heavy-duty crane travel
drive gearing where the needed
contact accuracy bybeavily
loaded carburizedl gearing can-
not be achieved! in a continuous-
Iy flexing gear case (Fig. 22).

• Sugar mill drive gears
where price competitiveness is
combined w:ith heavy torque
transmission (Fig. 23),

• Steel mill applications in
both rolling mill main drives
(Fig. 24), and in shear applica-
tions (Fig. 25) where each
tooth frequently feels heavy
shock loads. as well as
coiler/uncoiler boxes.

• Cement mill drives where
high torques are continuously
a.pplied for long periods (Fig. 26).

http://www.oowertrensmleston.com


liig, 22-:Helvy-duty ,cnlO8,1r8vel drivB
geLring'.

Applications for induction
hardened gears include a vari-
ety of applications where the
economic balance requires a
high strength. 1'hr~ughllard-
ened wheel and consequently
an even higher duty pillion, or
when the ratings demand a car-
burized pinion, but not a car-
burized wheel.

The whole [age of indu -
trial gear drives can benefit
from properties produced by
the process.

Conclusions
The submerged!. tooth-by-

tooth. induction surface harden-
ing proces for medium and
large gear manufacture has
been used successfully by
David Brown for more than
three decades. WI comes into it
own for gears that cannot be
surface hardened by other

method because of the gears'
overall size or because oftooth
ize considerations. Also. it can

compete with. other processes
for which strength require-
ments .are too, severe for
through hardened gears bUI fall
hart of the strengths from car-

burizing am! hardening ..
For gears hardened by the

process, the surface strength
properties (bending and 0011-

tact fatigue) are much higher
(typically 40%) than the high-
est practicable through hard-
ened gear but marginally less
than carburized, case hardened
gears (typically another 20%
higher). Also, through hard-
ened gears at the high strength
levels must use low tempering
temperatures, which can result
in retention of internaJ stresses
residual from the quenching
process. The intemal tensile
stress can, combined with
applied service load, be detri-
mental to gear life.

Consequently. with suitable
gear de ign modifications. the
submerged induction harden-
ing process serves as an alter-
native to either through harden-
ing or carburizing.

Contact fatigue strength
relates to surface hardness.
Therefore, given adequate case
thickness. one might expect an
induction hardened gear to be

Austempered Ductile Iron (ADO
outperfonns steel as demonstrated in these
road test results on bypoid gem):
Switching from steel
to Austempered
Ductile Iron (ADI)
will also add these
benefits:

• Casl to nearer net
shape and reduced
machining cost

-ligater weight
• Lower a erall cost

dB Hypoid Gears: ADI vs. Steel
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'Fig,23-Sugar mill drives.

Fig. 2~Sleel mill applications,

Fig',.26a Fig,26b
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fairly comparable to at carbu- Geoffrey Panish
rized gear of the same design
and surface hardness. Hear
testing seems to. support. that,
and il is common for a carbur-

ized pinion to be run with all

induction hardened wheel.
Induction hardening had

problems in the past; in many
induction hardening plants, the
problems still abound. But,
learning from experience and
understanding the process.
quality control techniques Call

be established that minimize
the likelihood of process relat-
ed service problems.

The process is gear tooth
friendly. Finally, a more
detailed technical appraisal. of
the process was published in
Refs. 6 and 7.
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Austempered Gears and
Shafts: Tough Solutions

Kristin Brandenberg, Ka,thy L Havrynen, Ph.D. and John R"Keough•.P.E.

Definitions, Acronvms and Abbreviations

ADI: austempered ductile iron.
AGI: austempered gray iron.
Ausfenite: acicular ferrite and austenite.
Austempering: a special, isothermal heat
treatment process that can be applied to fer-
rous materials. Austempering consists of
austenitizing, followed by rapidly quenching
toa temperatura where the material is then
transformed isothermally to form either aus-
ferrite in cast iron or bainite in steel.
Austenite: a face-centered, cubic, non-mag-
netic phase found in iron and steel alloys ..
Austenitizing:forming austenite by heating
a ferrous alloy above its critical tempera-
ture-to within the austenite (steel) or
austenite + graphite (cast iron] phase region
from the phase diagram.
Bainite: an austenitic transformation prod-

, uct of acicular ferrite and' carbide found in
some steels and cast irons. Upon cooling, it
forms at temperatures between those at
which pearlite and martensite transforma-
tions occur.
Carburizing: the process by which the sur-
face carbon concentration of a ferrous alloy I

is increased by diffusion of carbon from the i

surrounding environment. I

Fatigue: failure of structures that are' sub-
jected to fluctuating and cyclical stresses.
Isothermat that which is at a constant tarn-
perature.
Isothermallransforrnation!I~ I-lor ii-II dia-
'gram: a plot of temperature versus the loga-
rithm of time for an alloy of definite composi-
tion; used to determine when transforma-
tions beg.in and end for an isothermal heat
treatment.
Martensite: a metastable iron phase super-
s~tur~ted in carbon thatis the product of HI ,
dlffuslonless transformation from austenite. I

Residual stress: a stress that persists in a
material that is free of external forces or
temperature gradients.
Stress corrosion cracking: a failure that
results from the combined action of a tensile
stress and a corrosion environment; the cor-
rosion environment lowers the stress levels '
for cracking due to tensile stress alone.
lensile strength: the maximum engineering
stress, in tension, that may be sustained
without fracture.
Yieldl strength: the stress required to pro-
duce a very slight yet specified amount of

, plastic strain; a strain offset of 0.,002is com-
. manly used.

Abstract
Austempered irons and steels offer

the design engineer alternatives to con-
ventional material/process combinations.
Depending on the material and the appli-
cation, austempering may provide the
producers of gears and shafts with the fol-
lowing benefits: ease of manufacturing,
increased bending andior contact fatigue
strength, better wear resistance or
enhanced dampening characteristics
resulting in lower noise. Austempered
materials have been used to improve. the
performance of gears and shafts in many
applications in a wide range of industries.

Introduction
Austemperingis a special, isother-

mal heat treatment process that can be
applied to ferrous materials to increase
strength and toughness. Figure 1 shows a
schematic isothermal (I-T) diagram with
both the austempering (green line) and
the quenching and tempering (red Line)
processes outlined .. Austempering con-
sists of austenitizing, followed by rapid-
ly quenching to a temperature in the
range of 260-38SOC (500-72S°F),
where the material is then transformed
isothermally to form either ausferrite
(acicular ferrite and carbon stabil:ized
austenite) in cast iron or bainite (acicular
ferrite and carbide) in steel. The quench
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and temper process consists of austenitiz-

ing and then rapidly quenching below the

martensite start temperature. The marten-
site that form is very hard and brittle;
subsequently. it must undergo, a temper-

ing step to acquire the desired combina-

tion of strength and toughness.
Because austempering is an isother-

mal process, it offers advantages versus
quenching and tempering. Since the for-
mation of bainite or ausfernleoccul's

over minute or hours al a single temper-
ature, distortion is minimized and crack-
ing does not occur. Meanwhile. the for-

mation of martensite occurs immediately
as the metal temperature drop below the
martensite stan temperature. Because
cooling is achieved at different rates in

various sections, there is, a non-uniform
transformation, wllich can re ult in sig-

nificant distortion and/or cracking.
Carbo-Austemperingw iss heat treat

process used on certain steels where !.he
surface of the part is carburized.fellcwed
by an isothermal quench at a temperature

that produce a high carbon, bainitic case.
When the proces is applied to low-car-
bon steels, it results in the formation of a
bainiticcase and a low-carbon, tempered

martensite core. For medium-carbon
reel , bainite is formed throughout the

cross-section of ll1e part.
Austempered Irons

Austempering can be applied! to duc-

tile and gra.y iron casting to produce
beneficial propenie relevant to numer-
ous application. In the cas e of gears and
shafts, austempering yields austempered

ductile irons (AD]) and austernpered gray
irons (AGI) with better strength, wear
resistance, and noise dampening proper-
'lies than either as-cast irons or other

competitive materials. As seen in Figure
2, the tensile and yield strength of AOI

increases wi.thincreased Brinell hard-

ness. The different grades of Am-
achieved through a variation in the

au tempering temperature 3I1d time-can
create a range of properties in ADI
applicable to the specific requirements of
the component design, as seen inTable L

Figure 3 showsthe relation hip of as-
cast gray iron to Am asa function of
austempering temperature. Increased ten-
sile strength can be achieved by austem-
pering gray iron at various temperatures.

Contact Fatigue. Austempered duc-
tile iron lends itself to increased contact
fatigue strength and wear resistance.

Figure 4 compares the allowable contact
sires behavior of ASTM Grades 2 and 5
,(ASTM 1050-700-07 and 1600-1300-

00). Figure 5 demonstrates that the COIl-

tact. 'fatigue properties of various grades

of ABI are comparable to gas nitrided
steels and competitive with carburized
ami hardened steel

Figure 6 illustrates that ADI has
improved abrasion resistance when com-
pared to reels and quenched and tem-
pered ductile iron. AD] experience less
volume loss at similar hardness levels,
resulting in a. component with improved
wear characteristics ..

Bending Fatigue_ ADI also presents
an increase in bending fatigue for gear
applications. Figure 7 shows the compar-

ative allowable tooth root bending stress-
es for ADm Grades 2 and 5. Figure 8

shows a comparison of tooth root bend-
ing fatigue in various materials, That fig-

ure demonstrates that ADI is competitive
with cast and through-hardened teels, It
811 0 shows that shot-peened Am ha
improved fatigue strength that i compa-
rable to gas-nitrided and case-earburized

steels. Shot peening can improve the
allowable bending fatigue of carburized

Grade Tensile Yield Ilmpact l~pic811
Strength :Sneng,lh Elong. IEnergv IHa~lIness

!MP8/ksil [IMPa/bil [%) [J/lb-HI IBHNI

850/125 550/80 10 loons 26S-32.11
10501150 700/1100 7 80/60 302-363
12001175 BOO/l25 4 60145 341~-444
14001200 111 0{)f155 1 35/25 366-477
1600/2311 1'300/185 N/A N/A 444 555

l~lg. B-Comparison of bending faliguestrengms
'of ADI wilhlhose ,al,conventionall ducti r 'Iiron ,andl
S't8111 uled lor 'gear appHcations.
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and hardened steels by 30%, while it !
increases the allowable bending fatigue of !
AD] by 75%. I

The bending performance of ADI can 1

be greatly enhanced by shot peening and I
fillet rolling. Inf'igure 9, several shot- \
peening combinations are measured for I
their effect 0.11 residual compressive ~
stresses. Theas~austempered surface I
compressive stress ob erved was less !
than 30 ksi while the maximum shot- I
peened sunace compression was more !

!

than ]30 ksi, f

Noise Reduction'. Am and AGI are :
not only competitive in bending and con- !
lact fatigue, but they also can greatly i
reduce the noi e found wn gears made of !
other materials. ADI can reduce noise by 1

more than 2 dB compared with carburized I
and hardened 8620 steel gears'', I

As seen in Figure 10, gray and ductile!
won are quieter !han steel. That is due to j
'!he presence of graphite in ductile and l
gray iron. as well as the ausferrite matrix j
in austempered irons. The graphite 1100- j
ules in ductile iron and the graphite flakes I
in gray iron create a dampening effect!
that significantly 'reduce v:ibration in !
those materials. That allows for the possi- I
bility that gears machined to lower ~

!
AGMA classes could be as qaiet as those !
machined to more precise grades. Figure !
1[ chematically show 'the relative!
dampening characteristics of steel as I
compared with, ductile and gray iron. !

A study done on a hypoid gear set" !
hown in Figure 12, compares the noise r

of that gear set when usin,g steel, ADI or i
III combination of both material . - ote the i

I
improvement in noise level when both the '
ring gear and pinion are made of Am.

The austempering of gray iron also
increases the noise reduction capabilities
of gray iron. As seen ill Figure 13, the
damping characteristics of gray iron are
increased when austempered, giving the,
higher strength AGl better noise reduc- 1
tion characteristics than its as-cast coun- :
terparts. In fact, an AGI with a tensile j
trengtb of nearly ,60 k:si can have the i

noise dampeJting capabilities of a fully!
damped, Class 20 gray iron. i

MOrluja.cturability. ADI and AGI [
offer an opportunity for increased manu- r

facturabilityof a part. Rough machining
can be done prior to heat treatment. Inthe
a -cast condition, the material is much
easier to raachine, resulting in a lower
cost to manufacture, Though manyappli-
cations can be heat treated after final
machining, finish machining after heat
treatment increa es the strength charac-
teristics of ADI and! AGI,. giving them
superior fatigue strength than prior to fin-
ish machining. Figure [4 compares the

relative machinabilily of several ferrous
materials. Note that ductile iron in a fer-
ritic or pearlitic condition is easier to
machine than 4140 steel or ADI. IT duc-
tile iron is machined prior to heat treat-
ment, one C331 gain the advantage of bel-
ter machinability. Furthermore, machin-
ing of ductile lron, gray iron. ADI and
AGI results in a compact. discontiauons
chip that is easily handled and is fully
recyclable. Dry machining techniques

p:recisian, thrauglh di'slTland
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can be easily applied to as-cast gray and

ductile irons. The increased ease of man-
ufacturability related to cast irons goes
beyond improved machinability. Iron

castings are generally nearer net shape

and less expensive than steel forgings and
castings. 'FiguJ"e 15 shows a comparison

of relative material cost of different mate-
rials pet unit of yield strength. Taking into
account all material and processing costs,

Am and AGI are relatively less expen-
sive to manufacture than other commonly

used materials.
IRg. 111'-ADI inboard constanl velocity joint for
light vehicles ,[Courtesy (If Delphi)'. Another benefit of austempering is

reduced distortion andthe elimination of
quench cracking. When General Motors

Corp. switchedto Am hypoid differential
gears from the traditional carburized and
hardened 8620 steel process in the 197'Os,
the company was able to eliminate the

need for press quenching.
Applications orADI and AGI Gears

As previously shown, AD] and AGI

gears have higher bending and contact
fatigue strengths, improved wear resis-

tance and reduced noise levels, Figure 16

is an example of a hypoid gear set that
realized a reduction in noise when

switched from a steel application to ADI.

Fig. 19-ADI gear and lI,xle for commercla'llawn-
mowers.

19.ZLB ADI
I<NOTTER GE,A.R
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Fig'. 21-A'DI hay baler knotter ,gear.

Fig'. ,22......,AGIgear for timingi IDn B Ilight ve'hicle
'engine.

Austernpering can also gi ve benefits

to Larger than average gear sets, such as
the large gear segments shown in ligure
17. Figures ]8 through 21 show various

applications of ADI gears •. from agricul-

tural applications in knotter gears (Figure
21) to light vehicle applications of differ-

ential housings (Figure 20) and CV joints
(Figure 18) to a gear-and-axle set used in

cornmercialIawnmower engine. (Figure

19). Figure 22 shows an AGI distributor
gear used in the late 1970s.

Aostempered. Stee s

Medium- and high-carbon steels can
be successfully austempered along with

powdered metal mixes that have uifi-
cient hardenability and nearly full densi-
ty. In general, the steel that is .elected
must have an Isothermal transformation
(I-T or T-T-T) diagram that exhibitsthe

following characteristics:

L A pearlite start time (nose) that is suf-
ficiently delayed to avoid its formation
on quenching to the austempering tem-
perature.

2. A reasonable bainite transformation
time.
3. A martensite start temperature that is

low enough to allow for the formation of
bainite.

Austempered steel offers several
advantages when compared with conven-
tional quencbed and tempered steels.

Because austempered steel is formed by
an isothermal transformation. the likeli-
hood of distortion is reduced, and the

presence of quench cracks is eliminated.
The bainitic microstructure produced by
austempering is more wear resi tant than
tempered martensite, as illustrated. in the
pin abrasion test results of Figure 6. In

add.ition, bainitic steels are more resistant
to hydrogen embrirtlement and stress cor-

Table 2-Gross and Bain Comparative [lata for 0.74% C Steel Parts'

flc Hanlness

IlI1'S (MPa/ksi)

Yield! Strength IMPa/ksi,

Elongation (% lin 161inchesl

O/OR.A

Impact" Wft·lb)

Quenched &
Tempered AUslem,lIered

50

11011246.7

839/1121.7

0.3

0.7

3,9/2.9

50

1949/282.1

1043/151!.3

1.9

34.5

47.9/35,3
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rosion cracking. For example. at high
hardness levels (> 38 Rc), martensitlc
bolts are subject to stress corrosion crack-
ing. Austempered bolts do norexhibit
that behavior. For given high hardness
levels (> 40 Rc), austernpered parts
exhibit higher strength and toughness
than comparable quenched and tempered
parts. as shown in Table 2.

Above a certain hardness level, the
fatigue trength of conventional
quenched and tempered steel drops sig-
nificantly. as illustrated in Figure 23.
That does not occur in austernpered struc-
tures ..111 fact, the fatigue strength contin-
ues to increase up to the maximum
balnitic hardness.

Austempered Steel Applications
There is 3 range of applications for

austempered gears as shown in Figures
24 and 25. The gears vary in section size
from the 1 mm thick wave plates pictured
in Figure 24 'to the large gear segments
shown in Figure 25.

Powdered metal steel parts of suffi-
cient density can also be austempered.
Examples include the metal sprag races
shown in Figure 26.

Austempered steel applications are
not limited togea:rs. Output shafts are
also austempered for high strength and
toughness with low distortion.

Carbo-Austempered™ Steel.
Low- to medium-carbon steels are

good candidates for Carbo-Austereper-
ingnl. Typically a high-carbon, bainitic
case (50-60 Rc) is produced 011 a compo-
nent with a lower carbon, tempered
martensite core « 40 Rc), In some
instances, advantages have been realized
in medium-carbon alloy steel with a high-
carbon, bainitic case (45-55 Rc) 011 a
medium-carbon. bainitic core (45-50 Rc).

Carbo-Austemperieg'Pt, like austem-
pering, is a low-distortion heat treatment
process when compared with convention-
al carburize, quench and temper heat
treatments. During Carbo-Austemper-
ingTM. the transformation begins in the
center, or core, of the part. That results in
the formation of compressive stresses as
the outside layer or casetransforms last
during the heat treat process. The residual
compressi ve stresses on the surface of a

Caroo-Austemperedtv steel result in
improved high-load, low-cycle fatigue
properties versus conventional carbur-
ized and hardened steel. That is illustrat-
ed in Figure 27, which contains rotating
bending fatigue curves for both Carbo-
Austemperedrv and conventionally car-
burized and hardened 8822 steel. Note
the superior performance of the Carbo-
Austemperedtv steel in the low-cycle
regime « 105 cycles).

Similar results were obtained with
single tooth bending fatigue testing of
Carbo-Austemperedtv 8620 steel. That is
illustrated in Figure 28, which contains
single-tooth gear fatigue curves for 8620
steel that has been both Carbo-
Austernperedt'" and carburized,
quenched and tempered. The Carbo-
Austempered.™ gears will carry loads lip
to 40% greater than their carburized,
quenched and tempered counterparts in the
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Regardless of how fine you machine. grind,
hob. or shave your gears. the final surface fin-
ish is a series 01 parauel peaks and valleys.
During operation, these peaks produce metal-
to-metal contacts. These metal-to-metal con-
tacts result in Ihe peaks being grou nd or bro-
ken off, producing the first generation 01 tooth
pitting. Studies have shown that once tooth plt-
ling begins, !l wm continue until ultimately the
gear teeth fail.
- The REM- Process. specifically used in fin·
ishing gears, will produce peak.·free finishes In
the 1 microinch range. This finish will eli minats
metal-to-metal contact pilling, resulting in

http://www.geartechnotogy.com
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Fig.. 26-Austempen!d stael, Illowdered metal with the average Carbo-Austernperedt-t designers of gears and power transmis-
sprag races. impact energy being in excess of 22 times sion components a viable, cost-effective,
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Fig. 24-Austempere/l steel wave plates.
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Fig. 27-Rotati ng bending fatigue properties of
Ca~bo-AustemperedTMvs. conventionallv
carburiz.edand hardened 8822 steel. .

low-cycle regime. Additionally, the Carbo-
Austemperedt'< gears have an endurance
limit that is 17% greater than. the carbur-

ized, quenched and tempe-red gears.
Carbo-Austemperedt's steels also

exhibit superior toughness or impact
properties in comparison with conven-
tional carburized and hardened steel.

Figures 29 and 30 illustrate such a com-
parison of both v-notched andunnotched
impact specimens from 5120 steel,
respectively. The notched impact energy
of the Carbo-Austernperedte' specimens

is almost twice that of the carburized and
hardened specimens in Figure 29. The
difference in performance for the
unnotched bars is significantly higher,

that of the carburized and hardened 5120

shown in Figure 30.

Carbo·Austempered Steel
Applications

Carbo-Austemperedt'" components

perform well when exposed to overload
type conditions. Typical applications
include input and output shafts (Figures

31 and 32), clutch components, starter
clutches, pump shafts and gears.

Austempering-
What It Is, And. What It Isn't

Austempering is a high-performance
heat treatment, but it is not a panacea. The
application, as with all material/process
combinations, must fit. ADI makes a quiet,

low-cost gear or shaft in its allowable

loading range, but it will not outperform
carburized and hardened alloyed, low-car-

bon steel in bending or contact fatigue. So,

if a current product in carburized steel is
failing in bending fatigue or pitting, ADI
would not be a solution. However, if the

contact and bending loads are in ADI's

range, a considerable cost and noise

advantage can be expected.
Carbo-Austempered'Y steels will

outperform 60 Rc carburized and hard-
ened steels in impact and bending
fatigue, but at 58 Rc maximum hardness,
Carbo-Austemperedt" steels are limited

to slightly lower contact loads. Therefore,
Carbo-Ausremperingt= can be used in
applications where spike overloads in
bending occur. At hardnesses in excess of
40 Rc, austempered, medium-carbon

steels outperform through-hardened
martensitic components ill impact

strength and notched fatigue loading.
However, below 40 Rc, evidence would

indicate that martensitic structures will

outperform bainitic structures.
Thus, designers should use austemper-

ing (as would be the case with other mate-
riaJJprocess combinations) as one option in
their design "tool kit." The designer should

work closely with the material provider
and the heat treater to determine if austem-

pering would provide a benefit to his or her
drive component application.

Summary
The austempering process offers the

http://www.gearlechnology.com
http://www.powertrenemtseion.com
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high-perfonnance alternative to many
conventional material/process combina-
tions. Austempering of irons and steels
results in increased levels of fatigue
strength, wear resistance and toughness.
Benefits in the areas of noi e reduction
and manufacturability have also been
documented.
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26S FT LB

ASTMIAVE.:;>; 7 fT LB ASTM !WE. ... 4 rr LB

i ' 300+ L-.-.

I

[NO BREAK)

ASTM AVE. .. 2117FT LB ASTM AVE. 01: 12.FT LB

13 FT LB
I

CAflBO-AUSTEMPERED
55 Re

0.03" EFF. CASE

CARBO-AUSTEMPERED

55 Rc I
0.031" m. CASE

CARB & HARDEN
60 Re

0.027' EPF. CASE

CARB & HARDEN
60 Rc

0.027' EFF. CASE

APPI!JIED PROCESS INC. 28 AUG. 1997 APPUED PR.OCESS INC. 28.AUG.I991

Fig. 29-A Icomparison of fatigue' strength lof V·
notched ICarbo-Austemperelf"Ml and carburized
and hardenedl stlle'l of sImilar Ihardness.

Iflg. 3O-A comparison' 'Df fatigue 11nInllth of
IUnnotched C8Jbo-AIIstempe~edlM lind cllrbu,ized
and hudenedl steall ollimilar Ibardn-55.

Fig.. 31-Carbo-Allstemperelf'M' steel transmis-
siolllllu1put-'llaft: for medium-duty' buck and Ibus Fig. 32-Carbo-Amempered11!i S 811 Dmpld
ICounesy :0' GM Allison Trll nsmisslen), ) shafts for heavy·duty lutomotin tr,ansmissions •
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Additional Resources
www.appliedprocess.com
www.ductile.org
www.aftinc.org
www.asm-in.tl.org

and liit~S:made inl AMERICA!

1-------
I Am Systems Co. announces that it is now a
manufacturing: source of spiral gear roughing
and finishing cutters and bodies.

We also can manufacture new spiral
cutter bodies in diameters of 5" through 12"
at present.

Am can also supply roughing and finishing
cutters for most 5'-12" diameter bodies.

Whether it's service or manufacturing, con-
sider us as an alternative source for cutters
and bodies.
You'll be in for a. pleasant surprise.

NEWISlraight Bev,el Cutters.
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067

Tel: (248) 544·3852 • Fax: (248) 544-3922

j"""",: ~::~l~d~~n!'=!~!rtteUniversizy in J~7
with a bachelor of science degree in mechanical
engineering. She has worked if I rheautomorille
industry as a manufacturing engineer for compa-

\ nies such as Detroit Diesel Corp, and Ford Motor
. Co. She took tile position of market applications
! engineer at Applied Process ill June 2()()(),

I Kathy L H!avrynen, Ph.D.
1 graduated from Michigan Technological
! University in 1986 witll a bachelor's degree in
! metallurgical engineering. She continued her

.,
1 graduate studies 01' MTU. earning a master's

degree in metallurgical' engineering in 1989 and
~ a Ph.D. in metallurgical engineering in J993~

After finishing her doctoral studies on ductile
iron and austempering, Dr, Hayrynen worked on
a postdoctoral research program on aus-
formed/austempered ductile iron for TACOM.
Since 1995, she has held the position of technical
director of Applied Process. Dr. Hayrynen has

I written and co-written numerous technical publi.
cations on mal' iron and austempenng and is a
two-time winner of the Best Paper Award of the
American, Foundry Society's Cast Iron Division.

John IR.Keough. P.E.
graduated with dual bachelor's degrees in
mechanical and materials/metallurgical engi-
neering in 1977 from the University of Michigan.
He is a registered professional engineer who has
written numerous papers, co-written one book.
written and edited chapters in many man books
and given scores of technical presentations ill
classes on foundry and heat treating related sub-
jects. He holds seven heat treating or foundry-
related patents. Keough is currently CEO of the
Applied' Process Group of heat trearing facilities.

If you would like to respond to this or any
other article in this edition of Gea,
Technology, please fax your response to the
attention of Randy Stott. managing aditor, at
847-437-6618or sand e-mail messages to
peopIeOg •• rtschnology.com.

Tell Us WIllI Y0II11Iiak ••.

If you found this article of interest and/or
useful, please cin:1e 33D.

If you did not care for this article, circle 33'1.

For more information about .Iied
Process, circle 33Z.
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lpsen Contjnuous Acetylene, Vacuum Cariburlzing
Atmosphere Pusher Furnaces -AvaC'JTechnology

• High carbon transfer rate

• Short cycle times
I. seot-nee processing

• excellent hole penetration
(blind or thru-holes)

Atmosphere or Vacuum
Technology - whatever yeur
choice, you can re'ly on the
excellence of Ipsen car:burizing
systems. Whether your
carouriz.edgears require the
precision case depth control

• High throughput capacity
• Uniform carbon and

hardness profiles

• CO'NTlioomprehensive
parts tracking

• Up to 50% gas usage
savings over older designs

and short cycle times of
acetylene vacuum precessing, or
the reliabl'e high ~hroughput ofa
oontinuous atmosphere pusher,
there is an advanced Ipsen
furnace solution for your 'gear
heat treating needs.

• excellent for dense loads

PO IBox6266, Rockford, IL 61'125~1.266 • 'I"el:815.332.4941 ,e Fax: 815.332.4995,
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The Calculation of Optimum
Surface Calrblol;n COllntelnt

for Carburized Case
Hardened G1ealr:s- - - -

Introdu :tiO.D

For rugh-quality carburized, case hardened
gears, clo e ca e carbon control is essential.

While tight carbon eontrol i po sible, view
on what ,optimum carbon level to target can be

wider than the tolerance.
Part 5 of ISO standard 6336 makes an attempt

'10 specify a target and the tolerance for the high-
est quality grade a eutectoid carbon percentage
plu 0.20% or msnu 0.1.0%.

That implies that. either ill method existsto cal-
cui ate eutectoid carbon. content from alloy con-
tent or the value ' h.ave been determined fora
wide range 'of steels and are widely available.
Un.Jortulllltely, neither is true. Also implicit is thai
the eateetoid carbon content is the optimum. But
no rationale l given.

A simplistic interpretation is to, use the eutec-
toid carbon content from t\'le iron-carbon phase
diagram-see Figure I. The value .is0.77%. which
seems reasonable at first glance, However, experi-
enced heat. treaters realize that the higher alloy
teels would develop excessive retained austenite

if wrgeting 0.77% with the above tolerance.
Inprnctice,lhe optimum carbon for a grade of

steel i determined by experience and is chosen to
minimize the risk of forming undesirable phases.
including retained au tenite, carbides. bainite and
pearlite.

The conclusion is that any calculation of opti-
mum carbon content must refleel the need to min-
imize such ri k.

'The objective of this paper is to define ill read-
ily available methodology to calculate optimum
carbon content from alloy content and austenitiz-
ing temperature at the Itardening tage.

C'ontinmms Cooling Tlraost:onnaUon. (C'CT)
Diagrams

To avoid undesirable transformation prod-
ucts, we tum. to the effect that carbon eontem,
alloy content and austenitlaing conditions have
011 the formation of pha es during cooling.

CCT diagrams are one of the most effective
ways of representing transformation behavior,
and more than 1,000 diagrams representing the
whole range of carburizing alloys, carbon levels
and 3IJstellitizing conditions are available in the
public domain.

Figure 2 is typical of an experim -ntally deter-
mined OCT diagram with hardnes e and
micro tnicrure ..Temperature isthe venical llnear
axis and time is the logarithmic horizental scale,

More than 600 . elected ccr diagrams (Refs.
[-7) have been translated into mathematical Form
(Ref . 8-9) by multiple linear regre sion analysis
and sub equently became one of the cornerstones
of the S'cI\MPand AC3 programs (Refs. 1()c...]l),
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i The nose times are the lowest values 011 the
; start oftransforrnation curves, For example, the
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Fig.4-Ellect ,of nickell on CCT diagrams for 0'% !Ni. 1.5% Niand 3.!0% Ni at IQ'.10'% ICllmOn.

files from alloy content, carbon profile, austenitiz-
ing conditions, part geometry and cooling media.

The CCT equations create the ability to ana-
lyze the effects of carbon and alloy content on
transformation products.

Figure 3 is a calculated example of the effect
of carbon on those transforraations.jncreasing the
carbon content pushes the boundaries of the unde-
sirable products-bainite, ferriteand pearlit~ol
the right, increasing hardenability.

The martensite fransformenon temperatures
are lowered, increasing the amount of retained
austenite at ambient temperatures.

Figure 4 is a calculated example of the ,effect
of nickel on me CCT wagram at a carbon level of
0.70%. Tile effects of nickel are similar but less
pronounced compared with carbon,

The key to defining the optimum carbon level
is to examine how certain features vary with cat-
bon content. The features chosen by the method
described later are those that exhibit the greatest
sensitivity to carbon content and have a large
influence on case harden ability.

Those are:
• Bainite nose time,
• Pearlite nose time,.
.' Cementite nose time, and!
• Martensite start temperature .

bainite nose time for 0.20% carbon in Figure 3 is
7 seconds. and the pearlite nose time at 1.5% nick-
el in Figure 4 is 5,000 seconds.

Multiple Linear Regression Equations
Tile bainite, pearlite and cementite nose

times and tile martensite stan temperature can be
calculated from the equations in the shadedarea
on page 55.

The effects of carbon content, austemtizing
temperature and alloy content calculated using
those regression equations are illustrated ID

Figures 5-7 .
Characteristic features of Figure 5 include:

• The bainite nose time and bardenability peaks
close to 0.80%.
• The pearlite nose time and hardeflability
decreases with.carbon and drops below the bainite
tine at 0,64%.
• Cementite only fonns when the nose lime is less
than the pearlite nose time, which occurs at
].02%.

If a tolerance band of -0.1 % to +0..2% is
applied,men the permitted carbon levela are
0.56% to 0.86%. That band is described as the car-
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~.I MULTIPLE UNEAR REGRESSION EOUATIONS
IT:: Austenitizin!l temperature, in degrees Celsius andI 1." Austenitizing soak time, in rninutes.

l

I
i

I
I
i

i

I
I

I
l

If the pearlite nose time is less than the bainite
nose time at 0591 C, then use tile pearlite nose
time to replace the bainite nose time in criterion 3.

If the pearlite nosetime is Jessthanthe bainite
nose time at 0.85% C, then use the pearlite no e

time to replace the bainite nose time in criterion 3.

3. Bainite :";,.'.! 1L.._1_10_)_C_<!_1_.10% ~ ____I'fo minimize bainite, calculate the carbon MS = 436+ 4010 Cr - 5 • Mo - 7 • Ni- 10.339• T-0.023 • (Mn t Ni• Cr) • T

content corresponding '1.0 maximum. hardenability

bon l1ardenability window,

The ISO 6336 standard implies at target car-
bon of 0.66% for that window, which would be
considered too low in practice.

The effect of carbon on the martensite start
temperature for austeninzing temperarures typical
of direct and reheat quench case hardening cycles

is shown in Figure 6.
Also included on Figure 6 is the martensite

start. temperature of 147"C calculated from the

Koisnnen and Marburger equation (Ref. l3 ),
which results in 25% retained austenite on

quenching to an ambient temperature of 30°C.
That demonstrate that whil.e all carbon levels for

reheat quenching are acceptable.jhe carbon level.

for direct quenching would need to be restricted

to less than 0.88%.
'Carbon HardenabiHty Wind6WS

The effect of chromium on carbon harden-
abilityisiUll.strated by Figure 7. Characteristic
features include:

• For 0% chromium, the upper limit is set by the
bainite nose time.
• For 2% chromium. the upper limit is set by the

pearlite nose time.
• Increasing the chromium content moves the

window to lower carbon levels.
• Increasing the chromium content reduces the

carbon content at wh.ich cementite can form from
1.00% to O.87%---quite clo e to the upper limit
(0.83%) of !he window.

These features demonstrate the affinity of

chromium for carbon md promotion of carbide

formation.
[)dining the Metbodof Calculating Optimum

Carbon C'ontent
The Criteria. The criteria chosen to define the

method for the avoidance of undesirable transfor-

mation products are:
I ..Cementite

If the cementite nose time is less than both. the
pearlite and bainite nose times at 0 ..85% C,ttlen
use the cementite nose lime to replace the bainite
no e time iin criterion 3..
2. Pearlite

BAINITE NOSE TIME (Bl'AU IN SECONDS)
m C S O\SOo/a
log,o(BTAU) = -3.79 + B.68· C - 5.35' CL1.7Il" Mn· C + 1.56· Mn t 0.79· Cr+ 0.92

.• Mo + 0.41 0 Ni + 0.32. Mo. Ni + 0.0058 0 T + 0.Il0021 • T .Iog,o(t)

1(2)0.50% s C sO.lIIW..
Log,o(BTAU) :: a + d • (e - 0.8)2
Wher·e:
• equals the lower 01:
109,0(12) -1I,:/4U
or
109,D("') + 0.50
and

d" (109,011,)-11)/0.09
~, = BTAIJ at C" 0.50% from Eq. 1
tz = BTAUI at C e 0.85% from Eq. 4
liz" is the gradient of the curve BTAU vs, e at 0.85% from Eq. 4.

(3\ 0.80% <: 'C <: 0,85%
log,o(BTAU) = II, + b • (I: - 0.8)1
Where:
b = 400· (109,0(12)-11)
and 8', ~ are as defined previously in Eq. 2.

(4) IC;:: 0.85%
LOQ,o(BTAUJ,,-7.30 + (1.6S,- 0'.36 0 NOle + 0.57· Mn + 0.57 • Cr .,.1.81 .• Me t 0.93

• Ni t 0.0065. T

IPEARLITENOSE TIME (PTAU IN SECONDS)
(5) C s 0.60"1.
Log1o(PTAU) =-3.45 t 2.77· C t 2..67. Mo· C -,0.750 Ni· C - 3.00· Cl + 1.26

• Mn .. 1.52· Cr + 4.'54· Me + 0.98' Ni - 0.30· Cr2- 1.45· Me
• Cr t 11.00233 •. T

(6) 0.60% e C c 0.l100/0
LOQ.oIPTAU) = l09,o(t,1 + 5' Ie - 0.6)· LO!l,olV t, )
Where:
t, = PTAU at C= 0.60% from Eq. 5
Iz :: PrAU at C " 0.80". from Eq. 7

m,c <! 0.80%
LO!llli[PTAU) :: -3.96 t 0.95/C + 0.73 • Mn t 0.540 Cr + 3.33 • Me + 0.'65• Ni -+- 0.00340· T

CEMENTITE INOSE liME [CTAU IN SECONDS),
leQ.o[CTAUI", -1.24 + [-6.16 -0. n •Mn - '0.16·' Cr +11.'69 • Me - 0.116• Ni t 10.00602'·
TIIC + 3.42 • e2f 0.00047 • T· log,o(t)/C2

MARTENSITE START TEMPERATURE (MS IN ·CI
(8) C~O.5O%
IAnd~ew'l Formula. Ret 12)
MS = 5112-453' C-71.5· Mn· C- 67.6' Cr'· C+ 217· C2+ IS' Cr-9.So Me-l.ti.9· Ni

[91,0.50% <: C< 1.10%
MS "T2 t (T, - Tz)· IC -1.1)2/0.36

Where:

T," MS at C"" 0.51)% from Eq. B

T2 = MS at C :: 1.10% from Eq. 110
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Fig. 6-EffeQ1 of carbon, on martensite ,stan temperature for :SAE:11620austen [tiled at 820,·,1:

and 92O°,C. on the bainite nose time versus carbon curve
between 0.50% and 0.85%.

4. Excessive Retained Austeni,te
The upper carbon limit must be more than

0.10% below the carbon level calculated to leave
25% retained austenite measured optically after
quenching and tempering.

Procedure. The principle is to calculate the
carbon content within the carbon hardenability
window, which minimizes the risks of transforma-
tion to non-martensitic products-in particular
bainite, pearlite and carbide-while avoiding
excessive retained austenite,

The procedure is based onthe variations of
bainite, pearlite and cementite nose times and on
the carbon content corresponding to 25% retained
austenite.

To calculate the optimum carbon from alloy
content and austenirizing conditions:

1.. Calculate the bainite and pearlite nose
times at 0.50% C.
2. Calculate the bainite, pearlite and cementite

:"::,,~~S;i:::eat!~::s~~se times at 0.50% C and
0.85% C.
4. Use tile lowest nose times to calculate the opti-

'

I;,.: mum carbon for case hardenability by log linear
interpolation .

I... :~t~~:~la:u~:~:bo;r:.:te=eeq~:=~:~~ 2~~
Marburger equation (Ref. 13).

i - - b

,

..

i.,:"::",,. 6. Calculate the final optimum carbon y averag-
i.ngthe carbon content from step 4 and the carbon
content from step 5 minus 0.10%.

The formulas. The formulas, derived from
~
~

I
!
I
f
i
i

the multiple linear regression equations, are:
At 0.5 % Carben
Baiinite: 10(....(J·79+ 2.<11" Mn+ 0.79 '0+0.92" Mo + 0.41, • Ni

, , +0.32 '. Mo" Ni + 0.001 'T)

Pearlite' 10(-2.82 + 1.26· Mo + 1.52" Cr + 5.85 "Mo+O.60· Ni
. ....(J'.30·(:t. Cr -1.45' Mo' Cr + 0.00233 • T)

At 0.85% 'Carbon
Bainite: 10(-5.31 + 0.57' Mn +0.57' Cr + 1.81 • Mo + 0.51 • Ni, . • . + 0.0065·T)

Pearlite' 10(-2.84 + 0.73" Mn +0.54' o + 3.33' Mo + 0.65" Nt
• + 0.0034 • 1")

Cementite: 10(-4·:16 -0.13· Mn-O.l9· Cr+ 1.99' Mo-O.07
---- - • N. +0.0084 'T)

Calcalanon of Optimum Carboo,CH• fur Case
HardenabHity by Log Linear Interpolation:
~ = 0.65+IF(LOGlO (No.8lNo.J>1,O.2,

IF(LOG 10 (NO.8iNo.s)<-2,0,0.2
• (LOG10(NO.8S lNo.) + 2)/3)

Where:
No.s = lowest nose time at 0.50%

No.85 = lowest nose time at 0.85%
Carbon equi.valent, CM' to 2S % Retained
Austenite at an Ambient Temperature of30°,C:
~ = 1.1-jo.36 ° (] 17- MSI.I )/(MSl.I- MSo.j)
Where:
MSO.5 = 339.75 - 35.75 • Mn - 18.8 • Cr - 9.5

• Mo-16.9· Ni
and
MS 1.1 = 436 -I- 40 • Cr - 5 • Mo- 7 •.Ni - 0.339

oT - 0.023. (Mn -I- Ni • Cr) • T
CaJculati.on of Fina~ Optimum Carbon:
C = (CH -I- (eM - 0.1»/2

Results
The formulas have been used to form the

basis of a spreadsheet. Examples for selected
steels are tabulated in Appendix l ,

Points to emerge from Appemlix ] include:
• For direct quenching, the retained austenite
carbon tends to dominate the final optimum
carbon.
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• For reheat quenching, the nose time equation

tend to dominate .
.• The highe [nickel reel have the lowest opti-

mum carbon .
Conclusions

L A definitive method to calculate optimum car-
bon levels for earburized case hardened gears has
been described.
2. The optimum carbon level minimize the risk.

of forming uade irahle traasformaaon product ,
including retained au tenite, carbide, bainite and

pearlite.

3. The method use multiple linear regre ion
eqaations, derived from more than 600publi hed

ocr diagrarns, to calculate key points on the
OCT diagrams.
4. The accuracy of the coefficient,

0.= - U X 10-2 in th Koistinen and Marbllrger

equation:
Vy = ea. IMS-Tq)

Where:
Vy= % retained austenite,

MS = martensite tart temperature,
Tq= ambient temperature,
needs to be re-evaluated because it was based on
light microcopy measurement of retained
austenite. and more accurate method of rneasur-

lng retained au tenite by X-ray diffraction and

electron micro copy are available and have
demonstrated that light microscopy can give eri-
ously mi leading re ults,
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Appendix 1 - Results 01 Sample CalculatIOns
------- ------------------------

Grad'. Bn8 IComposition Aust % OptlllUlJJl
%Mn %Cr MD ___ %Ni lllmp. t'C) Carblln

16Mn - '1 JOO 1,DO! J I 120 0\70
655M13 10,45 0.82 0.11 3.20 930 10.62
17CrNiM06 10.43 1.62 0.29 1.52 930 10.13
8620 0.74 0.47 0.19 0.47 930 0.77
4320 10.52 0.47 0.24 1.13, 9JO un
B822 0.84__ 11.47__ 0.34 0.51 930 0.15
655M13 0.45 0..82 0.11 3..20 820 0.12
17CrNiMo6 0.43 1.62 0.29 1.52' 8210 0.16
8620 0.74 0.47 0.19 10.·47 820 0.78
4320 0.52 0.47 0.24 1.13 8210 D.79
8822 0.84 0.47 0.34 0.51 820 0.791

AppcmliK 1 Supplemcntarv Calculauens

Grade ~ellrlile Bainite Cementite % ICarbonfor MS deg C .It
O.5I\1.J:: D. _C 11l'.5~,C OI.85"1\._C_.ltIO',85%C, 25% Ret AIlS!. D,5'-C 11:1'-C

f6~nC~-T5~--,,9:."-1--J--:n- 4 1;133 1.1101 2B!i 179
655M13 201,210 308.704 16,176 142,78691.002 0.72 253 65
nCr'NiMoli 321,558 276,'565 29,001 121,691 240.623 0.83 2M 111
8620 2,554 1,338 31 1,049 285,.216 01.81 295 115
4320 46,420 39,135 ns 14,564 319,331 OI.BI 281 98
8822 86.!92 n 254 187 5,,217 6111630 0.85 289 111
655M13 91,698' ~ 101,1056 10,561 12,181 .2,762 0'.82 253 110
t7CrNiMo6 152,126 89,359 19,412 9,92410,681 1.10 264 1'55
862D 136 179 17 1313,463 1.10 295 154

1 432D 18.577 9.733 43559115)889 1.02 281 138
I 8822 36;669 a,TIS 95140 37.969 1.10 289 151
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WEBIFI'INDER MART ADVERTISING SECTION
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GLEASON CUTTIN'G TOOLS CORPORATlo,N
Companies listed below offer product infonna1ion, and d'esign assistance on the Worldl Wide Web, IReacb:them tflrougb home pages I.istud below.

Gleason utting Tools Cor-
poration is the leading gear cut-
ting tool manufacturer in North
America. We offer a wide variety
of form-relieving milling cutters,
hobs, shaper cutlers, shaving cut-
lers and CBN-plated form grind-
lng wheels as well as our engi-
neering. coating. heal treating.
metallurgical, tool sharpening
and reconditioning services.

.........-=~-- ..~~~-==-.....~-- ~ __ i.II.

~~~'

nURA-BAR
Dura-Bar manufactures ductile and
gray continuous cast iron bar stock
in rounds, squares/rectangles and
lubes. Properties include noiseand
vibration damping, machinability,
trength and wear resistance, mak-

ing it an alternative to steel and
other metals in gears, fluid power
applications and other industries.
A QS-9OOOIlSO·9002 UL regis-
tered fum and an AGMA member.

- --

RAYCAR GEAR & MACHINE CO.
Raycar is a privately owned com-
pa.ny that manufactures many
types of gears. We have bobbing,
shaping, shaving, tooth chamfer-
.ing and gear grinding capabilities.
All drilling, milling, tapping and
J.D, grinding is done in-house.
enabling us 10 make gears more
efficiently and economically and
to maintain our scheduled deliv-

I ITW HEARTLAND
ITW Heartland, II division of
Illinois Tool Works. Inc., has
locations in Chicago, IL, Detroit,
MI, and Alexandria. MN, along
with a worldwide network of
sales and service offices. rrw has
manufactured and serviced gear
inspection and burnishing equip-
ment since 1936. To learn more
about our prod ucts and services,
visit our Web ire,

.~.F.5i:,. '1
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GLEASON
Gleason is the world's most 'com-
prehensive resource for gear manu-
facturing technology. We offer a
comprehensive gear cutting
machine program for every gear
bobbing, milling and grinding
application for cylindrical and
bevel gears. To .1= more about
our products and services or to find
key contact intormation, see our
Web site.

NIAGARA GEAR
The Niagara Gear Website
details our precision ground
spur, helical and pump gears. All
our gears are manufactured with
the latest gear grinding technolo-
gy. The web sile also provides
information on Niagara Gear's
complete capabilities 10 meet
your most demanding. close tol-
erance requirements with fast
turnaround,

I BAR IT INTERNATIONAL CORPORATI'ON
From our manufacturi I1g facili-
lies or on-the-shelf inventory, we
supply top quality 100[S at com-
petitive prices including: HODS •
Shaper Cullers, Shaving Cutters,
Broaches and Form Relieved
Milling Cutters. Contact us for
our brochure and complete stock
list, and visit our website for more
information.

information for our various prod-
ucts and on-line ordering capabil-
ities for our cutting tools, for thin
film coaling customers. we pro-
vide II "Coating Recommender"
and service map 10 show our free
service area. And for our CNC
Sharpening Macltine customers,
we provide a "Machine Tool
Recommender. "
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WEBFINDER MART
----

PROCESS EQUIPMENT
View the "Best or Both Worlds"
in analytical gear measurement!
The Next Dimension™ ND430
Gew Measurement System is
capable .of measuring gears !!!ld
related geometric features through
both generative and coordinate
measurement techniques. Other
products include Laser Welding,
Robotic Accessories, Large Precision
Manuf!!Cll!ring and Automation,

-------- - -

'f . -
-- _ - ....... T' ~-'

Explore the world of gear manu-
facturing from your desktop'!
More companies, expanded prod-
uct listings and cuning ,edge arti-
cles and features mm The Gear
Industry Home' ~ggeNlhe ooly
online gear rnanufacturing
resource you need for machinery.
tooling. service providers, news
and articles from around the
industry. .. -

--~
THE POWER TRANSMISSION HOMIE PAGE

With !he industry's I'OOSt compre-
hensiveoriline buyers guide and
focused editorial content, power-
trommJssion.com TId .15 the place 10

find gears, bearings, actuators. and
more. ,PQlllutrrlrumission.com™
helps 1IWIl.Lfacn!n:rs reaCh the right
buyers and it is the online resource
for industry professionals who wan!
to stay on lOp of c.urrent !rends, and
teChnoJogy in Ihe indUSll}'.

i ADVERTISING INIFO
Reaching gear industryprofe -
sionals=the people who design,
manufacture, te t and buy gears
and geared products-has never
been easier; Download our com-
plete 2001 Media Kit with adver-

I tisjng rates and editorial schedule.
Get the information you need to
advertise in print. online and on
our CD~ROMbuyers guide.

CLRCI.E 144
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ball1pio measnrment
of any helical er .spur
gear -Of pline without
the eed of cost!
setting rna ters.

Gage Division

,ted Tool-S--~-~
9" O.D. I

8" I.D. I

I
851 OHIO PIKE • CINCINNATI, OHIO 45245 • (513) 752:--6000· fAX (513) 752·5599
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CLASSIFIEDS
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HELP \VANTED
- --- ------ -- - - - --------------

Visit our web it818t
www.toolin!t-eng.camfor compJIIte

compan'Y'information.

IExclusive North American distributor of
high quality hydraulic expansion work-
holding devices is Ilooking for estab-
lished manataetursr's representatives
with experience in workl1o'ldingapplica-
tions. I(nowled'ge of gear manufactur-
ing industry preferred.

Commission based on exper!ience' and
volume of sales.

E,-m il resume inl coD'iidence to:
,suppon@tQ11Ii'nIc1ng.caffl

Nachi Machining 1'e,chllology Co.-Red Ring
(formerly Na,tional Broach &. Ma,chine' Co.l is
tookingfor companies or manufacturer's reps
with knowledge of gear manufacturing meth-
ods in 'thB foHowing territories:

• Pennsylv,anisl '. California
• Maryland '. WashingtDn
• Virginia '. Arizonal
• Oklahoma '. Arkansas
• New J' rsay '. Delawllr,Q
• Southam NllwYork

Ilf you or you r company has a demonstrated
record af success. raply in eenfidsace, with
relevant information to:

Nachi Machining TelChnolog,y Co.-
RId IRing

1115001TWInty: 111m", Milll' Road,
Macomb.IMichigalll ,!U1Q44

1I:1100e: 18~OJ'263-01011 F,lx: I[B~ DI'263-4.571
E-mail: lal.r@1.I8Chlnttc.com

Gener MBI1Iager
Flesponsible lor oyerseeing all aspects.
01 u.s. 'aciHly. including - ,accounting,
human IfIISOUTCes, marketing, ,engineer·
lng, service and sales. Requires e~tel'l·
Slve knowleclge 01 Machii'll Tool Indus-
try. Including -4-6 years sales manage-
ment 'experience. Send resume, 10 Mr.
ElWin Pfister. J. Sch" eberger Corp .•
1S25 !Holmes Ad .• Elgin. IL 611123. No
Phone calls.

Vl;CE, IPRESI'DENT O:F SAtES, N,OIR:TH.AMERICA
Fairfield ManufacturingCompany, North Amerlca,'s, largest independent manufacturer 01gears and drtv sys.
tems, is seeking 8, seasoned leader in the Qur Industry 1.0 ba responsible for domestic sales. account man-
agement and' growth. This executive, position will report directly to the' President/CEO 8nd will function U I
key member elthe executive managemenUum and B itretegic partner in planning lor the company',s accel-
erated growth and success. This position will dir,act all domestic sales and customer service pSl'Jonnel and
will partiCipate in major account sales activities.

The,successful candideteshculd have an engineering dogln or acceptable field experience with other simillr
technical degree - an advanc ad degree Is,• plus. Th . successful cllndidate must have 8 mll'lle~ng end nIH
background mat demonstrates sueca5S In growing s les volume and developing and fMI1!IDnng new mal'll IS,
preferably ina, mechanical components company.

Ideally, !his indiVidual wiD han iClaally defined e~perienci in customer account management I. Will II
demonstrated sales IOlce 'team building and la lss distribution olganilationalend managerial skins. Knowiedgl
of mobile and !industrial equipment as well as hydrlulics is also very beneficial. Candidata, must demon,wtl
an ability to 'communicate effectively and perSU!!5ively W11hboth internalarnl axternal audIence$. Hlillgn Ian·
guag_' pro·ficiency is I plus.

Fairfield oHer$ ,ecompetitive salary and benefilll packag •. including I bonus plan, I~e. health and dent!!1 ins.ur-
Inee, .cal (kl,with match, tUition re:imbuT$ement pension plln, !lnd relocallen pickage. Fairfield Mlnyll~t!J;lIng
Cornplrry is,an Equal Opportunity Employer. Interested candidates sheuld send resum :s in confidenc. to:

Fajrfi.ld 1M uflll:turing ComlllJrY, line. P.O'.Box 1Ml'" ILItq III, IN ,47!103-1Ml1
Ann: HUman RftlIurcn: Deplllrnlt. File 765-172-«121,Em II: 1Ir@flilfieldmlg.com
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Establ.ish. yourself in the

COMPANY
-- -- --" ---~~-----------------

I
,

-------------------------------

fur man: than /I COIlUry. John !Jan: has ban rtcogniz&;las ene oj the best ~ !U WIlrRJor In

AmrnaL At John lXe~ you'll fUllJ /I "rmdlh oj oppor!w!iJy in II I'rogpmil't cnllironmml I!\Ibm
,I:Xa:III:nu, in~ and service Iln: ,all jlI'Jn oj our rradll:iorJ.

We cu n:rn[1y lI,rve !he following opportunilit:S aVllllablt at multiple Jolin D«~ localiQru in lowal
and lUi!'!oi$:

MACHINJNGENGINEERS '(DEPT. ENG-41l)
Qualified candidates will possess s. related BS d~ and a IIlini!n.U!l\ of 3 ymrs ~ !TI

steel maclunmgand gem- shaft. manufacturing. Expenma: WIth machine jusnflL.aOon and shop
Ilbor Implernentadon is also requlred, Knowledge ofthc turning, milling. hobblIlg, shaping and.
sha.VirIg pl'OCl5SeS IS desired,

PRODUCT ENGINEERS (DEI'T. ENG-412)
Qualified candidates will .po=ss a related BS degree or hJgher degree with 3 cr more ytm
experience in the design and test of Drivetrain compcnents induding gears. chnches, mmsmission
control S}'5IdllS. brakes. etc, Knowledg: of advance design snalysis tools Is of value.
At john Deere we value 'the iniJ:wIve and Input or our employees. We offer compelllive
compensauon and outstanding benefits including medical and dental CO\Ie~e, life insurance,
401(k) and tujlion~.

U you'lt! inte~ed, in B career stjohn DeB!!., pltaSe send your ·~and saWylt!q\.Lin!men1.5
to:John i>«rc" COIpOr.l1e RcauiIiDg, Dept, (:;ee above),PO Box 1070',
Moline, 1l61l66-1070. FIl!l!;309-7+9-0041. Or e-mai.lyouf =me (text
only) to: ReauiliDgl)wre@johruieen.'oom (AlIlt!Sponses MUST ir!chuk
dJt: DepL IisLed above.) EOE

WWW.johD.d.ee~c.c.om

http://www.toolin!t-eng.camfor
mailto:lal.r@1.I8Chlnttc.com
mailto:1Ir@flilfieldmlg.com


SERVICE

IE=r1
EJNGINHR£D IHEAT TREAT. rNC.

31211 ST[·PHENSON IHWV.
!.AIIISON HEiGHTS.IMICH. 48011
(248)588-5141- f;lLx:!!Z4II158H533

.www ..aminc.com
AdministJration: Sal@eng;ht'com
Ellgineering~: Ronld@eoghLcom

Certified Services
CARBURIZiE and HARDENING,. Vertical toll'
• CARBONITRIOING .' DIE QUENCHilNG '.
VACUUM HEAT TREATING • NEUTRAL SAli
BATH HARDENING • NI1AIOING ,j DEEP

, FREEZING TO -120°F • MAATEMPEAING'
ATMOSPHERE PROCESS CONTROLLED !BY
COMPUTERIZED DATA LOGGER STRAIGHT·
ENING· COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

N.A.D.C.A ..P. Approved • Aircraft Certified
• Parts Metallurgically Engineered

ESIABUSHEO IN 1959

CIRCLE 157

GEAR TOOTH
ORINDING SERVICES

.' Cost ,effective gear tooth grinding
specialists

.' Gear manufacturers are our ,onl:y
customers

'. Prototype and production :quantities
'. Capacity to 27.5:' P.O., 3.5 D. P.
• Able to match delivery to your

requirements
• AU service to AGMA, standards with

Cenified IGear Inspection Equipment

PRO-GEAR eOMPANV, INe.
23 Dick Road, Depew, NY 14043

Toll Free: 877-684-3810· Fax: 716-684-7711
E-mail: progesrinc@eol.com

CIACLIE 179

HOB SHARPENING
SERVICE

Star CuUer ,co.
-------------------------

-1iHIN FILM COATINGS
West Branch Industries

Subsidiary of Star Culter Co.
2083W. M·SS. West Branch. MI48661

1·888-Reshar.p ·!-888·737-42n
Phone: (51"11345-2865• iFAX:(51"11345-!5660

CIRCLE 142

PRE'CISION GROUIND GEARS
I. Spur, He:licaland Pump .,......

Gears 10 AGMA Class 15 Q
• Fea.luringthe lalesl grinding

aJld eNG teChnology including,:
• Reishauer RZ300E ElecIronic

Gear Grinders
• Gleason TAG 400 CNe, B-axis

HigI Producbon Gear Gnnder
• Full CNC Multi-axis Cylindrical

Grinding (Inlernal and External)
• Hig1 Performance eNG Hobbing

• Continuous Process Improvement
Utilizing SPC and Quality Planning

• JIT Delivery using Innovative
Stocking Programs

800-447-2392
fix: 71H74-e003
www.nillglrlgllr.com
emaII:InfOO~.com

Hirth COlupUngs
Standard and Custom

Fast Delivery- ,Great Pd'ces
Visit our website for data sheets:

http://www.faG~inG.oom

~,
- TRANSATtANTfC CONNECTfON, ,INC.

1438 Coir.ngswood Drive ., Rockford, IlL611031'
".1. 8"S.282~'70. Fax 81S.28204858

CIRCLE 1174CIReLiE 172

'GEAR TOOTH!
GiRINDIN'G ,SE:RVICES
Spur ~Helical ~Double .Helical

Capacity lip to 60.5' 0.1)., 11 I).IP., 29i
Stroke. AIr ,ground gears cel1ifiecl up ~o
AGMA Class 14+ on Zeiss-Hofl'er 1602
CMM.lnventory of grinders includes
Hofler 800, Hotler 1000, Hofler 1!253
Supra, Hofler 1500 and Hofler INova
eNC 1000 (Fullv CN:C with on-board
CMM checkerl,

Kreiter Geartech
2530 Garrow St, Houston, TX nOO3
Phone: 7l3-237-9793lFax: 713-237-1209
Contact: Mr. Willie Whittington
Visit our Website at -
www:kr.eiter"geartech.com

CIRCLE 141

Spur. Helical
• Herringbone (w,ith ,groovel

Capacity D,pto 63'" O.lD .•
11D.P .• 161"face

AGMA Cen:ification Inspect:ionl
Delivery: 10' Meet '{OUI Requirements

Midwest Gear ,C'orp'.
2182 IE•.ADr:oraIIRd~

Twins'burg',.IOHI44081
Pbone' 33IJb4254ng

Fax ~25-86001

~
IINTIERSTATE. TOOIL CORP.

CLEVi~OHIO

CUSTOM ENGINEERED &
MANUFACTURED CUTTING TOOLS

ESTABI.ISHED 1960

mRMI REUEVED &. PROFILE GROUND
MIWNG, CtITIEHS

GEA_H!StlAJlER & S.II~V1NG,CU1TEU
AU CLASSES IOIFHOBS:

IISS ..SOUD ICA'RBfDE" ,CARBIDE lIIPPE:D

WHETHER YOU NEED' NEW TOOLS,
MODIFICATIONS, RESHARPENING,
REPAIRS OR M&M JNSPECTIIONS,

CONTACl IUS FOR .A QUOTE TODAYl

www.interstatetoolcor.com
Tal: 21:6-611-1011- f;ax: 216-&:71-5431

Direct you. inquiries to
Ron Humphrey, General Manager

Ironh@mwgear.com
CIRCLE 171

MAAG PARTS AND SIERVICE

Ori'ginallMlAAG Parts for all:
,. Gr,inding Machilnes
,.Silap,ing Machines (SH~
• Inspection Machines,

CIRCLE 136

Swiss Trained Service En,gine'ers:
Repaiirs to Compl'et,e' !Rebuilds

'. Caliibration
,. Certification
,. IEv,aluations

Becker GearMeisters, Inc.
.(8001423-2537' -1631)' 821-3967
," .. Fax: (63,11)821-3870

Ch.ica'go, Illinois

&2 MARCHfAPRIL 2001 • GEAR TECHNOLOGY' www.l1urtschnology.com '.' www.pow.rlr.n.m!ulon.com
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SERVICE

HOIB SHARPENI:NIG
• State-et-tha-art eN!: sharpeninq

and inspection machines

• Wet grinding with free-cutting CBN or
diamond Wheels for "Burn frea" sharp-
ening of carbide or high speed steel

• Optional recoating and stripping

•.Rush service available

K.oepfer America, LLIC
635 Schneider Drive
Sou1ihElgin, III 60117
Phone :841-931·41121
Fax; :841·931·41192

ales@koepferamerica,com

CIRCLIE 137

Iindlucti,oni H!alrd',eniiio;gl
Specialists in Tooth by Tooth
Contour IHardening 0" Internal
Spur. Ile.lica.1 and lJel'lel ge.ars
Our '9,ear hardieningl equipment
includes 5 NATCO sullmerg'odi
process machines and 5 AJAX
CNC-controlled g'ear scanning
machines. Tooth by tooth g.ear
hardeningl from .5'DP-WDP, up to
115tons, 200" diameter.

American MetallTreat,ingl Company
C'I'svelllud, Ohio

Phone: ,(216)431-4.492· fill(; '(216)431-1508
Well: www..llmericsnmetsllrelling.com

E-mail: marlc@lImericsnmetaltre.llting.com

!Brea'kdown Service Available
CIRCLE 164

Rates--Line Classified: I" mmimum,
$310. Additional lines $45 per line (8 lines
per inch). Display Classified: 3" mini-
mum: lX-$700, 3X-$650 per insertion.
6X-$615 per insertion, Additional per
inch: lX-$240, .3X-$225 per insertion,
6X-$215 per insertion. Gear Techllology
will set type to advertiser's layoul or design
/I classified ad at 110 extra charge.Pa.ym nt:
Full payment must accompany classified
ads. Send check drawn in U.S. funds on a
U.S. bank or VisaIMasletCardlAmerican
Expres number and expiration dale 10Gear
Tecllnology, P.O. Box 1426. Elk Grove
Village, IL 60009. Agency CODlIIlission:
No agency commission on classified ads.
Materials Deadline: Ads must be received
by the 20th of me month, two months prior
to publication. A£oeptaoce: Publisher
reserves the right to accept: or reject adver-
tisements al his discretion.

• BROACH SHA'RPENING,
• HOIB SHA,RPENINGi

• SHAVING CUTTER GRINDING
• THIIN FI!lM COATING

• CUSTOM HEAT TREAT SERV·ICE.

I-Il~LPWANTED

PICK UP AND IJEl'IVERY liN MANY AREAS

'Gileason Cutti-- - 'Tbols.- . --119 ---
:CORPORATION

1351 Windsor Road, P.G. Box 2950
ILoves Park, Il61132-2950

Phone (815) 817-8900
Fax. (8151877-0264

WE'RE HIR:IN:G

'CIRCLE 151

Gear Machine Re,painnan -
Experienced troubleshoot·erlor mechanical
and hydraulic repairs. Knowledge of electri-
cal systems desirable. No travel,

Friendly work environment at ner convenienl
northwest suburban Chicago location.

Profit sharing, heallh insurance.

ICADILlAC MACHINERY CO. IINC.
1401 Lullt Avenue., EIII Grove', IlL 60001
E-mail: sales@ClldillllClflllChilfflry.com·

Fall your 'resume to 1847-437..&618.
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_-------------AD,DENDUMl-------------
GEAR

hen you're manufacturing fun,

very often YOIl need gears.
The Addendum learn

recently went on a behind-

the-scenes gear-finding mission with
Jerold S. Kaplan, Principal Engineer,
Show/Ride Mechanical Engineering at
Walt Disney Irnagineering in Lab

Buena Vista, fL. We found that at least
pan of Disney's magic comes from good,

old-fashioned mechanical engineering.
Kaplan's job is to help design, build

and maintain a wide variety of mechani-
cal devices. Gears are everywhere at
Disney World. helping to power roller
coasters, theme rides. animated charac-
ters and other attractions, Kaplan says.
The gears range in size from very tiny up
to several feet in diameter, and Iltey're
made of a variety of materials, from plas-

tic to case-carburized steel.
One of Kaplan's recent gear-related

projects is a four-story floating video
display in the shape of the Ea-rth. The

globe is part of the Epeot theme park's
IliumiNar.i011S: Reflections of Earth
show. The nightly show includes a fire-
works and laser display above Epcot's
World Showcase Lagoon, where the
giant globe takes center stage.

During the how, the globe, which
was built atop a custom-manufactured
barge, is piloted to the middle of 'the
lagoon. It rotates on its axis and opens up
ILIre a flower as color video images flash
across the continents. As an added fea-

ture, the barge spews flames in all direc-
tions as fireworks explode overhead,

Thankfully, the flames were naned
off when we visited. But we did get to
see the giant sphere in action, and we

even got to peek inside. At the base of
the sphere is a large, toothed turret. bear-
ing, driven by two pillions with redun-
dant 10-l1p hydraulic motors. According
to Kaplan, there's nothing particularly
fancy or high-tech about the gears that
drive the video globe. The biggest con-

cem ill designing the gear drive wa reli-
ability. he says, Because the globe is
such a central part of the how. it has to
work every night during a single 15-
minute show window.

We don't care if the gears are fancy

or plain, but the IllumiNations video
globe proves something we've known all

along: Gears make the world go around.

Many Disney attractions place high
demands on their gears. For example,
one of the attractions at Epcot is called

Test Track by General Momrs Corp. The
ride simulates an automotive proving
ground, where visitors ride over bumpy
terrain through freezing weather and '

around steeply banked turns at speeds up
to 65 mph.

Test Tracie has proven to be one of
the most demanding rides on its gears.
Each caris powered by a rear differentia]

transmission with. a fully reversing load,

and tbey are ridden approximately
50,000 miles per year, Kaplan says.
"From that perspective, we really work

the equipment. It has to be able 10 take an
incredible amount of abuse. becau e it's
in operation 365 days a year, for up to 1.8
hours a day."

Reliability is one of the most critical
aspects of gear engineering for most of
the projects Kaplan works on. Some
rides, like Test Track, are in constant use
while the theme park is open. Others,

like the /lIumiNation.s globe, are required
to perform night after mght. with ut a
hitch ..The globe, for example, wa devel-
oped with a design life of II) years.
"We':re always looking for somethi.llg

that gives us better .life or durability."
Kaplan says.

However, Kaplan and l1le engmeer-
ing team aren't. involved in creating all
the park's gears. A separate design 'learn
usually crea~esgears used as disp.lay
elements. Although they aren't fuac-
tional, those display gears are some of
Disney World's most impressive gears.
For example, giant. gears adorn the out-

side of the Mouse Gear retail store in
Epcot, That building also has large

cement planters in the shape of gears
outside the entrance. Now that' what

we call decorating. 0

Ten Us Whit You Think ...
If you found th is article of interest and/or
useful, please circle 340.
If you did not care for this article, circle 341.
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